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INTRODUCTION
In its origin and levelopnent Christianity was unique.
It had its birth in an insignificant comer of the Roman
^Imr iro. Its Founder was a man who was crucified by the
religious authorities of His nation. During His lifetime
He wrote nothing and founded no organization. Jesus merely
went about doing good among His fellow countrymen, scat-
tering His words like seeds in the dry wind as He went.
Eleven men, who were Christ's personfxl followers during
His active ministry, took uo the work after His departure
from the earth. Ahead of them lay the vast Roman Empire.
It stood for temporal power as opposed to the 8r>i ritual
supremacy for which they stood. A vast system of polythe-
istic religions of loi^ standing looked ominously do-^n up-
on the young but living faith to which they bore witness.
The Hellenistic culture of the Eirpire was so strong that
any new development within its reach seen®! destined to
have its littld day and cease to be.
The result, however, was the very opposite. The new
faith persisted and grew in the face of terrific opposition
Gradually it melted the iron hand of Rome. Hlowly, but
surely, it replaced the polytheistic systems of the heathen
world. Into the heart of Greek speculation came the now
faith ^ith the bold announcement of a new and significant
discovery. This discovery was the thing that made the
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new faith unique and individual. It was this which ac-
counts for the power and expansion of the Christian faith.
To show how the new faith expressed its individuality in
its origin and in the first century and a half of its de-
volOT^ment is the problem of this paper.
Chapter I is introductory and forms a necessary back-
ground for that which follows in the remaining six chap-
ters.
I have endeavored to follow closely the outline of e-
vents as recorded in the New Testament. Certainly the
books of the New Testament have a right to the first place
in any consideration of the bwTf:inning of Christianity.
?5econdary sources have been used to supplement this orig-
inal source
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CHAPTER I
THE 'TOPLD INTO WHICH CHRISTIANITY CAME.
1 . Unity in the Roman Ecinlra,
One of the most significant factors conducive to the
spread of Christianity in the first and second centuries
was the high degree of unity in the Roman Empire. This
unity was achieved, partly as a result of advantageous
geographical positions, but chiefly through the genius of
the Roman rulers, Rome was centrally located in the
Mediterranean world. The ’Mediterranean was the sea upon
which the ships of all nations sailed. Around this large
body of water were grouped all the cultivated nations.
The Italian peninsula extended far out into the sea. In
the middle of the peninsula was Rome. Her geographical
location fitted her to be the central point from which to
control the expansive stretch of the Empire.
When Auf^stus became Emperor he errected a golden
milestone in the Forum at Rome. It was a symbol to the
world that here was its center. Out of this city and in
all directions stretched the well built Roman roads. They
extended to the boundaries of the Empire. Over these
roads marched Rome’s conquering legions. Commerce moved
along these busy lines. Students traveled these roads
in the pursuit of learning. Proconsuls and Praetors used
them to administer law and justice to the provinces.
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Christian missionarlos used these roads to carry the Gos-
pel message to all parts of the heathen world. These
highways were like a net^/ork of- coids binding the outly-
ing districts with their center, Rome.
Another thing making for unity was the universality
of the Latin and Greek languages. TJhen the Roman civili-
zation came into contact with the Greek civilization a new
culture grew up which we call the Graeco-Roman culture.
Latin remained the popular language of the Fast and was
understood in the East as the speech of the dominant race.
Yet Greek surpassed Latin in approaching the rank of a
u?t^vorsal language. "Whoever sooke it", writes Uhlhorn,
Vcould count upon being able to zaake himself understood
everywhere in the East and in the West", (l)
The Common Law which Rome gave to the world was also
a bond of union in the Empire. It made for uniformity in
social life.
These factors tended to produce a universalism in the
Roman Empire which was unkno?^n before this time. Different
nationalities lost their distinctiveness under the pressure
of dominance by the Rorcan State. This was true not only of
the conquered nations; Rome itself lost some of its former
dlstlnctiviness. It was a give-and-take relationship in
which the conquerors were involved as well as the conquered
(l) Uhlhorn - Conflict of Christianity With Heathenisgw p.20
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Old Roman families died out and others from the provinces
took their places. The right of Roman citizenship was ex-
tended to larger and larger numbers and the distinction be-
tween Roman and non-Roman became less pointed. Before long
the provinces supplied some of the Emperors.
Culture tended to become universal. There was a new in-
terest in learning. Schools were opened which afforded op-
rortunlties to multitudes of students. Books were compara-
tively cheap and this made for a wider circulation, ^feiny
cities established libraries to facilitate the diffusion of
knowledge,
^ith this broadening culture went an Increase of travel.
People took journeys to distant points in the Empire and
were guided by specially prepared guide-books designating
the temples, statues, and other places of interest. People
who had not been to either Athens or Alexandria were hardly
considered persons of education.
This whole development tendedtoward a unlversalism
which prepared the way for the entrance of Christianity. Be-
fore this time the thought of an international religion
would have been inconceivable. The modification of the dis-
tinctions between nations under the influence of the Roman
Ptate was at least a step in the direction of a world-view
not out of harmony with the Christian idea of a Kingdom of
God embracing all nations. Puch a thing would have been
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unlntelllp^ibls to a Oraok or a Roman before the develop-
ment of the Empire. Whatever tended to melt down the prej-
udices of nation, clan, or creed and put in their place
more liberal sentiments,, opened a path for the Go8T)el.
The Emr^ire stretched from the Atlantic to the Euphrates,
a distance of more than three thousand miles. It was bound-
ed on the north by the Danube and on the south by the cata-
racts of the Nile and the African desert. An exact esti-
mate of the entire population of the empire is not possi-
ble. Fisher states that it was "somewhere from eighty to
one hundred and twenty millions" (2) The important thing is
that Rome brought into one political system all the civi-
lized nations of the world* "Other eirpires have exceeded
this in territory and in population", writes Uhlhorn, "but
there has never been a second enplre in the whole course
of history which so united in itself all the cultivated
nations of its time". (3) This political unity of the
Roman Empire conditioned the rise of a catholic or univer-
sal Church. In this respect, the Empire was not a tyranny
or a curse to mankind, but a forward movement and a bless-
ing.
2
.
The Decline of Religion .
The outward appearance of this vast Roman Empire gave
(2)
Fi8her - Beginninf^s of Christianity -p.43.
(3)
Uhlhorn - Conflict of Christianity With Heathen! sm-n .14
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7the lrr|)r08aion of strength and prosperity. Inwardly, How-
ever, there was decay and dissolution. The times called for
a "savior, a new, divine principle of life.... The eMoire
was a giant body, without a living soul". (4) It needed a
new religion which could give life to its decaying form.
This does not mean that the people in the enpire were
irreligious. In fact there were signs that they were very
religious, ^hen ^aul visited Athens he was impressed bv the
religious life of the Athenians. "Ye men of Athens, in all
things I perceive that ye are very religious". (5) Paul
might have said the same thing in almost any part of the em-
pire. Each nation had a host of gods and goddesses. With
the gods went numerous temples and holy places. A large
variety of rites and ceremonies were used in worship. It
would be an unjustifiable reproach to call the hoathesn world
irreligious. On the contrary, Christians often appeared
irreligious in comparison with the religious life of the
heathen world because they had no religious ceremonies com-
parable to those to which the latter were accustomed.
There was at first no outward manifestation of the de-
cline of Paganism. The altars in the tes^sles were frequented
by suppliants. The oracles were consulted. Feasts and
sacrifices were celebrated with groat pomp. One can see how
(4) Pchaff - History of the Anostolic Church . p,157.
(5)[ Acts 17:32

freely sac rifle ee wore fjsade when he roallzoe that ona huiw
dred thouoand animals were slain In saorlfloe over a period
of three months In Pome alone when Caligula was maoe Emreror.
Pellgion and the Fomn Ptato wont hand In hand. In Pome,
the Ptate was everything. Religion was therefore intricate-
ly interwoven with public life. Auguetus once made a decree
that every senator, before taking his place, should go to
the altar of the deity in whose temple the assembly was held,
and offer a libation and strew incense. The union of Stat^^
and religion reached a climax In Ee5?>eror worship. After the
death of Caesar an altar was erected to him aiKl people
gan to pay him divine honor. As time went on, the Romans
did not wait until after the death of an Enporor to deify
him. The process was begun during the llf»-time of the
Emperor. Altars and toisples were dedicated to Augustus be-
fore hla death.
^
But, to the close observer, there were signs that re-
ligion was losing its power and Influence in the Empire.
First among these was the mingling of deities. Romans did
not deprive the conquered nations of their religions. At
the same tlmo, the Poman armies took the Roman gods with
them into the provinces. While they did not demand that
the subjects in the provinces dispense with their local
dieties, they did re quire that friendly recognition be giv-
en to the deities of Rome. The necessity for this is appar-
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ent because the official religion of Roixe culminated in the
divine homage paid the errperor. Thus there was a strange
medley of local and Roman deities* But the process worked
both ways. The gods in the provinces made their way to Rorue
where they were received despite the fact that Rome at first
rejected foreign rites. This fusion of deities "went on
uninterruptedly to its completion. As all nationalities
dissolved and became fused in one mass, so there was dissol'o-
tion of religions. A religious chaos unparalleled in history
took the plax>0 of the national religions in order that out of
this chaeo a new world might be created". (6)
A second thing which hastened the decline of religion
was unbelief among the higher classes. It grew out of Greek
culture and philosophy. Cato and Caesar openly confessed
their skepticism to the senate. Lucretius believed that the
gods were the outgrowth of fear and that they did the humn
race more harm than good. Ho thought of the gods as gigan-
tisr monsters trampling the human race in the dust. Epicurus
defied the gods. Rliny cooly affirmed hia belief that the
existence of gods was a m|tth. To him nature was God and the
ttother of all thirds. Tho inevitable conclusion to which
such reasoning brought him is expressed in these words: "There
is nothing certain save that nothing is certain, and there
is no more wretched and yet arrogant being than man. The
(6) Uhlhorn - Conflict of Christianity ^ith Heathenism , p.39.
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best thing which has been given to man amici the many tor-
ments of this life is, tiiat he can take his own life". (7)
A striking example of unbelief is to be found in the person
of Petroniue, one of Nero's courtiers. He decided to take
hie own life when it was discovered that he was involved in
the Pisonian conspiracy. He punctured hia veins and while
the blood was flowing out he conversed frivolously with his
friends. Ho listened to ludicrous poems. When something
especially laughable was read he had his veins tied up a-
gain so that he might throughly enjoy it.
The feeling of unbelief was more or less prevalent a-
mong the educatdid class of people. The gods of the old
religions had lost their appeal. There was nothing to
take their place but sheer Atheism and Nihilism. Many,
who did not personally believe in the gods, found it use-
ful to have other people believe in them since it tended
toward conservatism. They therefore participated hyprcriti-
cally in the official rites. But tlxis was an unhealthy
condition which was bound to come to light at some time and
bring withMt devasting results.
The worship of the Emperor, while it tended to strength-
en heathenism by giving it a common center, also tended to
destroy religion for the very obvious reason that men saw
too plainly what the gods wore like to whom they erected
(7> Uhlhorn - Conflict of Christianity With Heathenism , p.45.
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templos and paid divine homage. Think of the impreqaion
people would got of tholr Emperor-j?od when they visited
Pome and saw tho devilish tricks of the Iprnoble Nero,
One of the chief troubles with tho religion of the old
world was its stress upon the prfjsent life without any
thought of the future. This wowld was to be enjoyed. To
seek pleasure in this life was a worthy pursuit. Epicurus
was its chief aidvocate. He appealed to people everywhere
to enjoy tho things of this life. A more dismal system of
thought was that represented by the Stoics. They advocated
that true happiness was to be found by calmly accopting
what fate decrees for you and allowing nothing to disturb
your inner tranquility. Whatever conceptions of immortal-
ity the pagan world possessed did not altar the situation,
for the dead were thought of as ever turning toward this
life. For this reason many families buried their dead a^-
long streets which were busy with travelers. Along the
Appian Fay in Rome are rows of tombs. In this way the dead
were supposed to remain connected with the living, stand-
ing as we do at this vantage point in the sweep of history,
we know that any religion or system which is concerned o^ly
with the present le headed for a fall. It is necessary to
link this life up with the next. The eternal view naist be
Involved in any progrsm of action or doctrine of belief if
it is to survive thee vicissitudes of time. The religion
- ;? U . J
tiV
of t>i 0 Romans lacked this Iniportant element.
A corollary to this was the attention paid to the ex-
ternal rather than the internal aspects of human nature. It
was the times of ignorance about which Paul spoke. "The
times of Ignorance therefore God overlooked; but now He
commandeth men that they should all everywhere repent.*’ {^)
The high value which Jesus plaodd upon the worth of the
human soul was as yet foreign to thoir thinking. Jesus made
it plain that It was a distinct loss if a man glaned the
whole world and lost his own soul in the process. Put, to
the Romans, the world was everything* They loved its tri-
umphs, its pomps, and its shows. They rejoiced In appear-
ances, in large processions and the external gandeur of the
visible world* But Christianity fastened the attention of
men upon their own inner lives. "The great transformation
which now took place was the turning from what is without
to what is within, from this life to the life to cotae*" (9)
This transformation was a gradual one. Only by degrees
did the Roiman world co;?^e to long for redemption and the as-
surance of a future life. Necessary antecedents to this
hope were a growing consciousness of sin and dissatisfaction
with the present life. Those were the inevitable results ^
of a religion which had ferrr. but which lrjj(kksd spirit. Peonle
(8) Acts 17:30
(9) Uhlhorn - Cofafllct of Christianity 7^1 th Heathenism, p.63
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had no doslro to approach the p^oda because they did not d»t-
iftfy. The consciousness of sin found no ana'^^er in the Pornan
cultus. T. R, Olover says of the religions of the 'F^mplro:
"They offered men and women emotions, but they scarcely
touched morality* To the terrors of life, already many
enough, they added crowning fears, and cranrped and dwarfed
the minds of men". (10)
Thus, we see that the western world was good soil for
the fresh, living seeds of Christianity. The Christian mis-
sionaries from the East came with a rfospel message which not
only proposed to redeem men from the evils of the world but
also pr«ov0d ' Its power to do so. As an answer to tbelr
longing for a future life the early Christians broufrht the
glad tidings of a risen Lord. The thing which the people of
the Empire needed most, namely, a now, divine principle of
life, was the very thing the religion of Jesus had to offer.
^at has been said about the condition of religion In
the Roman world up to this point doss not portray the whole
truth. The other side of the matter Is that there were pe-
riods of religious revival at different times In the history
of the Emi>lra. Ruch a revival took place about the close of
the first century and continued with Increasing power Into
the middle of the second century. It grew out of the phil-
osophical development which spread over the country a little
(10) Clover - The Conflict of Rellpclons in the Early Roman
Empire .o24.
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prior to this. The new roliprious feelinf^ axpreaoed Itself
in two ways. The first was an attempt to out life into the
old religions by restoring the places of worship and by care-
fully observing t^ditional .customs. This attempt was some-
what superficial and could not answer the deep religious
cravings of the age. But there was a second way In which the
resuscitation of religion came about. It was through the
blending of religions. There wao a constant interchange
going on among the different religions. Mixed with this was
the influence of Greek philosophy and speculation. There was
a syncretism of matured Platonism, ancient mysteries, and
Orientalism which represented the final from of Hellenism. As
a result, the attention and interest of the people were
turned toward such sublime subjects as the nature of the
soul, God's relation to the world, knowledge, redemption, and
eternal life. A profound change took place in the inner
life which marks the highest advance of religion in the Em-
pire apart from the advance which took place under Christi-
anity. '•Christianity", writes Hamack, "had to settle with
this 'syncretism' or final form of Hellenism". (11) We shall
see how the settlement was made,
3. Social Life and Morals .
In the beginning, the Roman community had a high grade of
(li) Harnack~Mi salon and Expansion of Christianity in the
f
"" First Three centuries . p34

morale. People were temperate and industrious. Domestic
relations were virtuous. Public life was above reproach.
But p:radually social demoralization set in. With the spread
of Roman conquest came increased wealth and the contamina-
tion of Asiatic luxury and vice. With the influx of Greek
Culture came also Greek frivolity. Chastity and modesty
were thin^srs of the past. The simnlicity of former times
was forp-otten. People reveled in luxury and artificiality.
Fashionable ladies protected the coimnlexion with fine pastes
and bathed in as9*9 milk. Blaves were trained to color eye-
brows and paint the cheeks. The hair was dyed to suit the
wishes of the individual. Sometimes it was entirely cut off
and replaced by false hair.
MorA.l8 sank to a horribly low level. People had little
r
refcaid for the marriage relation. Divorce was prevalent.
Friends exchanf^ed wives. In some instances ladies of high
birth had their names enrolled on the police refrlster of
common prostitutes in order that they might engage in all
forma of sexual excesses.
The Apostle ^aul gives us a picture of the hideous vices
which prevailed among the heathen in the first chapter of
his letter to the Romans. They were "filled with all un-
/
rirhteousneas, wickedness covetousness, maliciousness; full
of envy, murder, strife, deceit, malignity; whisperers,
backbiters, hateful to God, insolent, haughty, boastful.
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Inventors of evil thins^s, disobedient to parents, without
understanding, covenant-b realgars, without natural affection,
unmerciful". (12) F^enoca gives a picture ;)UBt as dark.H
"All things are full of crimes and
vices"., he says, iioro is pon.etrat-
ed than can be removed by force.
There is a struggle to see which
will excel in iniquity. Daily the
appetite for sin increases, the sense
of shame diminishes. Casting away all
respect for right and justice, lust
hiirries whithersoever it will. Crimes
are no longer sscrbt; they stalk be-
fore the eyes of men*. Iniquity has
so free a course in public, it so
do«lnatee in all heatts, that inno-
cenoo is not only rare-it does not
exist at all. (13)
Of course these loha-arges are a bit rhetorical, hut they re-
flect conditions which justified such rhetorical expressions.
Let us consider the state of morals under a few definite
heads. There was much Immorality connected with heathen
worship. At Corinth prostitution was practiced in honor of
Avshrodlte. Indecent songs and licentious revelry accompa-
nied many of the festivals. The ftightful Bacchic orgies
were carried by the Creaks to Pome where iniquitous excess-
es wore perpetrated. "Mythological stories, which were a-
daptod to excite the baser propensities, were represented in
pictures and statues, and swelled the tide of corruption
which boat with ever increasing force against the ancient
(12) Romans 1:24-32.
(13) De Ira, II 8.

ba,rrlQrs of chastity and order". (14)
We have alr0a:iy pointed out that people had little re-
spect for the iaarriage relationship. Marital fidelity gave
away under the pressure of Indecent love affairs which were
accepted without question. A natural consequence was the dis-
like for children. Children were considered a burden rather
than a blessing, ittfantlclde was a common practice. It was
not regarded as a crime because the father had absolute power
over his children according to heathen ideas. The Greeks
allowed their children to perish in some desolate place when
they did not regard it oxriediont to raise them, Aristotle
approved of exposing infants when there arose the danger of
excess population, ^lato advised that all illegitimate chil-
dren, offspring of bad characters, and children of parents
advanced in years should be destroyed by axpoaiire because
they constituted a burden to the state. Abortion was prac-
ticed widely among the Romans to escape the burden of rear-
ing the children.
The status of women was Inferior to that of men. In
Greece, women had very little freedom and received little
education. Before marriage, the your^ women were kept in aa-
clualon. After marriage they were permitted to run the
household and govern the children and slaves. They lived in
the same house with their husbands, but in separate apart-
ments. When the husband was invited out to dine with
(14) Fisher - Beginnings of Christianity . p.l99.
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A friend the wife usually stayed at homo. ?Jany of the cul-
tured 0 reeks mi ntai nod intimate companionship with the
hetaerae, the youthful aad beautiful courtesans, '^he men
enjoyed themsolvas with these females companions while the
wi^ss looked aftsr the duties of the home. No one objected
to it. It was considered proper by the best thinkers of the
day.
In Rome, women enjoyed a higher position. The wife was
more of a companion to her husband. At first matrimonial
fidelity was rigidly observed. Rut it lost its power under
the influence of Hellenism which swept tho ooman world*
One of the outstanding elements in heathen society was
slavery. In Attica, at the beginning of the fourth century,
B.C., there were 20,000 free citizens, 10,000 foreign set-
tlers, and 400,000 slaves. In Corinth those ware said to
be dR.^v^o slaves. Every Roman took pride in owning at least
a few slaves. There were as many as 500 slaves in many
households. It has been estimated that there were two
slaves to one freeman in Rome at the beginning of the Christ-
ian era.
"A slave", writes TJhlhorn, was not regarded by the an-
cients as a man; he had neither free will nor any claim
whatever to justice, nor any capacity for virtue" . (15)
Tho slave was regarded as the property of his master. He
(15) Uhlhom-Confllot of Christianity With Heathenism.pp. 31
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’vas bought and sold, inherited and bequeathed, like any
other piece of pro^jerty. He had no legal rights,. If a
slave suffered an injury it was siuiply regarded as a dete-
rioration of property. Oe could contact no marriage. His
testimony was not accepted by a court of justice. If a mas-
ter was rrurdered by a slave, all the slaves in the household
catne under the vengeance of Hoaian law wliich meant death.
The demoralizing effects of slavery are obvious, ’i^hon
a ran hag unlimited control over his fellow Kon and treats
them like ho would treat his boasts, the moral nature of
both is lowered. It degrades the worth of personality and
inapiree cruelty and injugtico. !^lavery had Injurious ef-
fects upon children because the latter were left"i.to the
care of these unfit guardians. The slaves themselves were
guilty of licentiousness and almost every other vice to '
which they were exposed. Tince they were deemed incapable
of any virtue it is only natural that they became low-mind-
ed, lazy, and treacherous. The worst result of slavery was
the fact that it deprived labor of all the dignity which we
now attach to it. Labor was looked upon as a disgrace bo®
cause it was the service of slaves. This, in turn, pre-
vented the formation of a stror^ middle class which is the
backbone of any civilization.
Little need be said about Homan amusements and their
effect upon morals. Two things the vast population of Rome
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deroaiKieJ-breai and games,^ „o j^,gg
portant,than thts forzcdre The public gamea bacase^an eii-
groaaing passion with tlie people. The Enperors theraselvea
were partly responsible for this because it was a tcenas of
occupying the attention of the people and thereby diarnissing
their fears and unrest.
The Circus was a glamorous affair. The chief thing was
the chariot race. The chariots and horses were owned by
four coRipanies, each having its own chara cteristic color.
Large crowds attended these shows. In the time of Julius
Caesar there wore seats enough for 150,000 men. By the
fourth century it had been enlarged to accoiriOdato 386,000
people.
The gladiatorial contests aroused much interest. Large
numbers of men engaged in deadly combat with each other. And
all for tlie amusement of the spectators. During the reign
of Augustus 10,000 men Joined in these combats. /<en not
only fought with each other, but with wild beasts also.
Animtils were hunted in the remotest regions and brought to
Rome to be used in the public shows. The games were plann-
ed to excite the spectators to the highest degree and even
to bewilder them.
The demand on the part of the Roman populace for this
kind of enjoyment is an expression of the fact that people
could no longer find joy and happiness through the normal
It.
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channals which life offers. The ccrrpla.c eiwy with which the
people accepted the awful sacrifice of human life in the
arena was but an indication that there was inoral and spir-
itual decay in the Ea^^lre. The times called for a revital-
izing prirwiple of life which could save the Empire from the
abyss of chaos into which it was falling. Christianity had
an answer for this inner spiritual need.
4
.
Judaiom.
Y/e hhall consider hero only the external aspects of
Judaism, its political significance and its relationship to
the Mediterranean world. The description of the religious
life of the Jews will be considered at a later time under
the 9ub;)ect of Josus and His relation to Judaism.
After their captivity in Babylon the Jews were at suc-
cessive times subject to Persia, Egypt, and Syria. Follow-
ing this Palestlno became an independent state under ti:ic
Maccabees. Their Independence lasted a little over one hun-
dred years; from 167-63 H.C. After the passing of the
MaccabeesPalestine caire under the control of Rome under
whose control it reinainod u&til the dissolution of the Em-
pire .
The Jev/s detested foreign control. "The opinion ms
not rare, among the Jews, that it was unworthy of the peo-
ple of God to obey a foreign power". (16) Oppression at the
(16)Gi880ler- of Church History , p.46.
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hand of foreigners inflamed a strong nationalistic feeling
in Palestine. The Jews separated themselves from all that
was iinjewish. They had a bitter hatred against all foreign
customs. The feeling grew that the time was coming when-
Jehovah would visit His special favor upon His chosen peo-
ple by sending them a Deliverer who would free them from l
this foreign yoke. A ?4o8slah was to come who would defeat
all Israel’s enemies and elevate the nation of the Jews to
a leading place among the nations of the earth. Jerusalem
was to be the capital of the world and the peoole of all
nations would turn to this holy city for help and guidance
Often the Jews grew impatient in their expectations and in-
cited the people to rebel against the power of Home. Fre-
quent rebellions took place until •Oie general insurrection
under Gessluff Florus (65A.D.) which led to the final de-
struction of Jerusalem (7OA.D.) and the complete devas-
tation of the whole country. This broke the Jews' resis-
tance but it did not cure their disposition.
The general feeling in the heathen nations concerning
the Jews was one of dislike and contempt. The Jews regard-
ed all foreigners as unclean and inferior. It is only nat-
ural, therefore, that Jbws came to be despised by the non-
Jew. Their religion was viewed with tolerance, however. As
was the custom in the Roman Entire, the religions of for-
eign lands were respected and honored. Gieseler, in a foot
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note, points out that Alexander is said to have offered a
sacrifice in the tereple at Jerusalem according to the di-
rection of the high priest. (17)
Jews were scattered throughout the whole Empire. When
Cyrus issued an edict permitting the exiled Jews to return
to their naJitlve land only a few of them took advantage of
the opportunity, go there were a number of Jews in the East.
But they were in other parts of the Emr^iro as well, ^hen
Alexander the Groat founded Alexandria he planted a colony
of Jews there. Many Jews had been carried into gyria by
the gyrian conquerors. Antiochus the Great planted a Jew-
ish colony in Asia Minor. From here they moved on to Greece
T>ompey brought Jews to Rom® as prisoners of war. Later
they received their freedom and wore allowed to erect syn-
agogues in which to worship their God. Judging from the
statements of early writers, tacitus, Josephus, Suetonius,
etc., Harnack estimated that the number of Jews in the Em-
pire at the time of Augustus must be reckoned at not less
than four or four and a half millions. If the population
of the whole Empire was ai:roost fifty-four millions at this
time (according to BeloOh)
,
then over seven per cent, of
the total population were Jews. Harnack thinks that the
only way to explain this large number of Jews in the
Diaspora is on the basis of the successful propeiganda of
(17 )(3;le8eLqg- Teat-Book of Church History, p.47.
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Judaism. "Fe must assume", he writes, "that a very large
number of pagans, and in particular of kindred J^emites of
the lower class, trooped over to the religion of Yahweh"(I8)
Thus, at the time of Christ, it was not easy to find a oou
country in the whole Ronan l^nr>ire in which the Jews did not
dwell.
But, however far the Jaw drifted from his native land,
he never forgot his God and his nationalistic hopes. His
eyes were still turned toward Jerusalem as the golden city.
TCach year the Jews of the Diaspora sent money and offerings
to the tenqijle. As often as possible they went to Jerusalem
to participate in the great festivals.
The Jaws of the Diaspora, however, could not wholly es-
cape the Influence of their heathen environment. It is im-
possible to Djaintain the national individuality of a people
who, for a period of inany generations, have been removed
from their mitlve soil. One of the most serious results
growing out of their intercourse with the heathen world was
the philosophic tinge which Greek philosophy gave to Judaism
The effect of this was most noticeable at Alexandria where
Grecian thought exerted a strong* Influence.
The Jewish Diaspora was a very significant factor in
the spread of Christianity. A development of this phase of
the subject belongs to a later Chapter. Suffice it to say
(18)Hamack.- Mls^^ion and l^xpansion of Christianity In the
First Three Centuries
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hSro that Christianity moved under the "shadow" of Judaism
and this "shadow" extended to the limits of the Enquire,
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CHAPTER II ’ .
THE FOUNDER OF CHRIPTIANITY AND THE NE^' FAITH.
1. Short Sketch of Jesua* Life*
"Chrifstianlty arose because a layman, Jesus of Nazareth
,
endowed with a self consciousness more than prophetic, came
forward and attached men so firmly to His person that, in
spite of His shameful death, they were ready bQth^to- live
for Him and to die for Him." (1) Christianity, like other
pjreat relip^ions, had its boglnnlncr in the work of a person-
al founder. According?: to our Biblical accounts Jesus was
born in Bethlehem of Judea but His home was In Nazareth in
Galilee, a province in the northern part of Palestine, His
father was a carpenter and therefore a man of just ordinary
means. Very little is known about the early life of Jesus.
Luke tells us that "the child grew, and waxed strong in
spirit, filled with wisdom; and the grace of God was upon
I
Him". (2) We may assume that Jesus had a normal homelife
comparable to the life of any other Jewish boy raised in
the religious atmosphere of conservative Judaism. He wor-
shiped in the synagogue each Babbath, He probably attend-
ed the synagogue school. During His spare moments He help-
ed His father in the carpenter shop. All the while. He
was growing physically, mentally, and spiritually. He was
preparing Himself for some giant hour when God would need
(l)^emle- Beginnlnps of Christianity . Vol.I. p.37
(P) Luke 2 : 4f)
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a man to save the day. During the eighteen so-called
"silent years" of His life, from the experience in the Tem-
ple to the beginning of His public ministry, Jesus must have
thought a great deal about the needs of His people and God’s
will for them. At least. He "spoke with authority" when He
began preaching to His fellow countrymen.
Jesus began His public ministry with an eniphaeis upon
the main themes of the preaching of His predecessor, John
the Herald. "Repent, for the Kingdom of heavenls at hand".
Prepare yourselves for the great transformation which is to
rid the world of all evil and injustice. Along with His
preaching, Jesus did much healing. To help Him carry on
His work. He gathered to His side twelve men to whom He
taught His message and methods. They were common folk-
fishermen, tax gatherers, and farmers; but the very moment
they entered upon that great adventure with Jesus, their
names were destined to become immortal. Vith these twelve
men Jesus journeyed through the hills and valleys of Pales-
tine healing many and preaching to those who would listen
to Him, wheter in small or large numbers.
But, not everybody agreed with the things He taught.
The fterlbes and Pharisees were especially disturbed by the
things He said. Gradually they grouped themselves together
with the express purpose of counteracting the work of Jesus.
They decided to stop this young heretic who had set out to
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destroy their rolltrion. Btit Ho eeerriOd absolutely fearless.
Ho would not compromiso any point. So the bitterness
and opposition 'The Scribes and the Pharisees tried
to arouse the people against Him. When this would not avail
they began accusinty Him before the Homan officials. They
charged that He was a rebel and a revolutionary. He is a
mover of sedition.
With such false changes the Jews finally succeeded in
getting rid of Jesus by nailing Him to a cross. He was not
the kind of a Messiah they had hoped for. More than that.
He was not even a good Jew. He broke their traditional
laws. Ho was as a thorn in the flesh to the pious leaders
of a religion which had ceased to be vital. What peace
must have moved through their troubled hearts when this
Jesus breathed His last breath !
Rut the Cross was not the end of Jesus. He reappeared
again to the disciples. The surviving traditions about the
appearances of Jesus after His crucifixion are confused and
contradictory. There can be no doubt that there is an ele-
ment of unhistorical legend and fancy in some of the tales.
But back of these stories must be an historical core of
truth. In no other way can wo explain the impression
made upon Peter and those who shared Peter’s experience
that Jesus was alive again, that they had sean Rim alive
and nothing could make them doubt* it.
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An atten^Dt to give a metar^hysical explanation of the
resurrection of our Lord would not be pertinent to our prob-
lem. The irarvortant thing for our consideration la not the
how of the resurrection, but the fact of the resurrection.
The disciples became persuaded that their Leader was no long-
er dead. He was alive again. This conviction is what trans-
formed the disciples from the discouragement and disappoint-
ment which followed the crucifixion to the joyous enthusiasm
and courage which once more stirred them to action. "This
Jesus hath God raised up, whereof wo all are witnesses.” (3)
"Let all the house of Israel therefore know assuredly, that
God hath made Him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus whom ye
crucified". (4) It Is this conviction which Is at the basis
of the Christian faith movement. "If this faith of the
Apostles in their Master's restoration to life had not been
published abroad, there would have been no Christianity,"
writes Oulgnabert. (5) The resurrection of Jesus Is just
that essential to the beginning of the Christian faith. St.
Paul wrote later to the Corinthians, "If Christ hath not
been raised, your faith Is In vain". (6) The truth is that
there never would have been any faith to be proved vain If
Jesus had not risen from the dead.
(3)Act8 2:32.
f4)Act9 2:36.
(5)
1 Corinthians 15:17.
(6)
Gulgnebert - Christianity, p.47.
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2. The 8eIf~Con80 loiisneB8 rtf Jeeun.
The aelf-consciousnesa of Jesus can be expressed in two
words, Sonahir and Mesalahahip. However we may interpret
the idea of Ponship we cannot do loss than to affirm that
Jesus was intensely conscious of a unique relationship with
God. This relationship 713,8 not mechanical. It was a vital,
personal, and ethical relationship. It was a living thihg.
The old Jewish Rabbis had thought of God as Father at times.
But Jesus put a new meaning into the word when He said,
"?4y Father". It was a unity of spirit. "I and the Father
are one".
Perhaps the first time Jesus became conscious of this
unique relationship with God was at His baptism. He must
habe had a deeri inner experience at that time. Re heard a
voice saying, "Thou art my beloved Hon". This consciousness
was a source of great ,^oy and strength during FIs ministry.
TPien He faced the great crisis in Gethsemane He began His
prayer with the words, "Abba, Father". The highest expres-
sion of His unique relationship with God is to be found in
these words: "No man knows th the Father save the Son and
no man knoweth the Son save the Father". (7)
With this idea of Sonshlp goes also a consciousness of
His Messlahship.
So soon as a man believes in a good
God and sees the evil in the world
( 7 ) Matthew 11:27.
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he will either lose his faith or
gain a great hone. The Jews had
that hone, the hope of dolivor-
anca from evil, of the coiring of
a new age. That hope Jesus shared
and called it the kingdom of God.
He saw the moaning of His life in
the light of that hope: the new
age was at hand and God had chosen
Him to bring it in. That meant
that He was the Messiah". (8)
He was to be God*s special agent in building the Kingdom.
In his book entitled, "Chrintiani ty " . Oulgnebert apeo-
ulatos concerning Jesus' conception of the Kingdom arui His
relation to it. "Ho doubtless imagined it", writes this
author, "in conformity with what was said about it around •
Hinself as the advent of materialized joy for Israel and a
dazzling manifestation of the benediction of Yahweh
,
the
form of which noToular imagination had never really dster-
tr.ined exactly and which He Himself, possibly, did not strict-
ly define". (9) It does not seem to me that Jesus did think
of the Kingdom "in conformity with what was said about it
around Himself". Rather the op osite Is true. He was a non-
conformist in this respect. His idea of the Kingdom w^s
the cause of great disappointment among the Jews, and even
to the disciples. The very fact that He was not the kind
of a Messiah the Jews had expected was the chief reason for
their rejecting Him. He came to build, not a temr.oral king-
(8) Abingdon Bible Commentary . Article ’ori the "Teaching of
Jesus" by H.F.Rall. p.906. - . • t-
(9)
Guignebert - Christianity , p.34.
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dom, but a i^iritual Klngdora. His method was not that of a
conquering ruler, but of a suffering servant who would quiet-
lyJ plant the seeds of God's will in the hearts of individ-
uals. It was leadership in such a Kingdom that weighed
heavily upon His mind.
Jesus first became conscious of this mission at the time
when John wa s preaching the immanence of the Kingdom. Dur-
ing the tomr^tation experience He worked out the min prin-
ciples by which He would carry on His work. Ho studied,
prayed, and meditated until Ho felt Himself in perfect har-
mony with the will of God. Then He set to work. He preach-
ed repentance and called men to a ne^/ life in the Kingdom.
But some refused. They rejected both Jesus and His message.
It was then that Jesus pronounced His woes upon such cities
as Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capernaum. (lO) Christ’s words
in this instance show that Ha identified His work with God's
will for the Kingdom.
At another place Jesus said, "Whosoever shall confess
Me before men him will I confess before My Father who is in
heaven, but whosoever shall deny Me before men him will I
deny before My Father who is in heavon"
.
(11) In other
words, Jesus said that whoever would stand for the things
which Ha stood for, adopt the same motives, purposew, and
principles, would stand justified before God. This is a
(10) >iatthew 11:21-24.
(11) Matthew L0:32.
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striking flxprosaion of His Kingdom - consciousness.
•Gradually, the thought dawned upon Him that He might
have to be a suffering Messiah. Guignebert is of the onlnon
that Jesus did not forsee '^hat was going to happen to Him.
The action of the authorities and the decision of dilate
caught Him by surprise. He thinks that the flight of the
disciples Is eviderKJe that Jesus did not expect such an out-
come. (12) It is only reasonable to sup^^ose, however, that
Jesus saw the probable outline of events for the future when-
Ho faced Jerusalem on that final journey. He knew how rnuch
the Jewish authorities hated Him in Jerusalem. He knew to
what extremes they would go in order to protect tharaaalvea
and the religion for which they stood. He also knew that
He could not compromise. One would be surlirised if Jesus
did not have some Intimation as to what awaited Him at Jer-
usalem.
In all probability Jesus saw that He would have to be a
suffering Messiah. This is the idea underlying the Trans-
figuration experience. The confession at Cae'^area Philippi
is evidence that Jesus thought Himself to be the Messiah.
But the central point here is not the fact of Messlahship
but the kind of a Messiah He was to bo. Jesus introduced
the question to the disciples in order to show^them that He
must suffer' many 'things in ’the near future in Jerusalem att.the
(12) Guignebert - Christianity. Op. Cit. p.43.
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hands ' of the elders and chief priests and scribes", (13)
3.Je«U8.and Judalsr;, Distinctive El emonte in Jesus*
Teaxihing ~ in which He Transcended Judaism.
There were several imr^ortant parties in Judaism, One of
these parties was Pharisaism, This particular sect came in-
to prominence toward the end of the second century, B.C.
It began as a lay movement and remained chiefly a lay move-
ment throughout its history. Originally, the Pharisees were
a body of pious laymen who carried on the work of teaching
the Poriptures to the people. This number was couparative-
ly small, about six thousand in all. They were the reli-
gious Puritans of their day. Edersheim points out that
their object was twofold: "to observe In the strictest man-
ner, and according to traditional law, all the ordinances
concerning Lovitical purity, and to be extremely punctilious
in all things connected with religious dues". (14) Jesus
referred to these two obligations of the Pharisees, and in
both instances He pointed out a lack of inward purity which
should have taken precedence over their ceremonial obliga-
tions, others Is alwithering denunciation of the Pharisees
in Chapter twonty- three of Matthew's Gospel. Jesus accus-
es them of the sin of hyoocrlsy. They are likened to whited
sepulchres filled with dead menu’s bones. They wash the
(13) ’iatthew 16:21.
(14)
Bder8h0im-Th0 Life and Times of Jesus tkkeMesslah. p.
yn-l.I. 311
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outelda of the cun but forget to touch the inside. Sven more
Bcverc than these passages in the New Testament are some of
the sayings of the Rabbis who apeak of the "plague of Pharl-
siasm"
.
Kirsopp Lake does well to remind us that it Is hard for
us to bo fair with the Pharisee since we sea "through glasses
coloured by early controversy". The Pharisees were not as
bad as we are inclined to think sometimes. They believed
that the law of Moses and the tradition of the elders had a
divine sanction. To live in accordance with these was the
way of Life. "Taken at their best they probably represent
the highest form of a religion banded on codified ethics
which the world has ever seen". (15) It was this party
which saved the Jewish Church from extinction when the na-
tion was destroyed.
Another party in Judaism was that represented by the
Sadduceas. They represent a general reaction against the
extremes of Pharisaism. The conflict between these two
parties constitute the most Imr^ortant factor In the develop-
ment of Judaism. The Sadducees renresentod the old conser-
vative positions of the priesthood and Inherited the tradi-
tion of the older scrlblsm. They stood for a strict liter-
alism of interpretation and application of the principles of
Judaism. As opposed to this rigid conservatism the Phari-
(15) Lake - Eand marks of Early Christianity. Op. 12.
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60QB chaTOloned T>opnlar roliglous custo-!B* Tho t^adduceos
denied the resurrection of tho dead, ^osophua atatos that
they denied the idea of reward and punishraont after death
and even hold to tho doctrine that tho bouI porishes with
the body. (16)
The Ssaones are flot referred to in tho Bible. Our in-
formation about this group comes from Josephus and Philo.
There were aprjroximately four thousand of them. They group-
ed themselves together in small communities leading a re-
ligious and communistic life. They w ere, located ohlefly
on the shores of the Dead Sea. Purity of life was one of
their cardinal principles and they rejected animal sacri-
fices. The Essenes, though Jews, were separatists, exist-
ing outside ecclesiastical Judaism. Moffatt gives this de-
scription of them.
They were "a league of virtue, with
their agricultural settlements, their
quaint semi-ascotic practices, th^ir
strict novitiates, their silent meals,
their white robes, their baths, their
/ prayers, their simple but stringent
socialism, their sacerdotal purltaiv-
iam, their sooth-saying, their passion
for the mystical world of angels, tielr
indifference to Messianic and national-
istic hones, their esoteric beliefs,
anil their approximation to sacramental
religion". (17)
The general religious condition of the Jews at the birth
(18) Josephus- Antiquities XVII I. i.4.
(17 )Hastlng-s* Enoyolopedla of Religion and Ethic s. Vol V.
p.400. Article on "Essenee •9
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of Christ does not call fourth our commendation. There '.vas
a sad bondage to the letter of the law, while the spirit
which had formerly permeated their religion was smothered
out by a morbid attachment to forms and traditions* Their
expectation of the coming Messiah was still vivid in their
minds but they had accomodated this hope to the baser pu-s-
slons of their nature* The Messiah was to be a conquering
hero who would free Israel from her enoictes with a rod of
iron and establish an outward, universal theocracy*
Now Jesus was a man of His own day* It is absurd to
atteagat to separate Him from His own times and say that Ho
rose above the influences of His environment* In fact, the
only way to make a fair estimate of Jecus is to consider
Him as a product of His age* He lived largely in accord-
ance with Hie accepted customs and beliefs of His day* He
attended the synagogue like any other devout Jew* He wont
up to Jerusalem to observe the special feast days. Ho be-
lieved in the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, obeyed the
Law of Moses* and looked into tho future to the coming of
a Golden Age. Jesus was* indeed* a son of Judaism*
He knew well the sacred writings of Hia people and found
much help and inspiration in them. When He was in the
wilderness He turr.jd to Deuteronomy to find answers to the
suggestion of the Evil One* During the years precetiing
His public ministry Ho must have studied the books of the
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prophets with enthisiasm. At least. He stands in line with
them. A close reading of the Gospels will reveal with what
clear insight Jesus picked out passages in the Old Testa-
ment to apply to conditions in His own aay. He must have
been well acquainted with the great men of God in the Old
Testament. The thought of what Moses and Elijah were forc-
ed to endure helped Him to settle His own problem of suffer-
ing.
Jesus built upon Judiism but He also transcended Juda-
ism. He was a man of His own age but He is also the man of
the ages. Much of what Jesus taught grew out of the Old
Testament but there were also some distinctive elements in
His teaching, ^here is something about Jesus and His mes-
sage which is timeless and universal, a spirit which the
formalism and legalism of Judaism could not contain.
Jesus believed in the Fatherhood of God. This concep-
tion colored all His acts aiKi teaching. Parent’s love
their children but God’s love is still greater. He loves
like the good shepherd who is not content with ninety-nine
sheep when one is lost in the cold and the darkness. It
was this belief which helped Him to feel a sense of God’s
nearness and strength in hours of crisis, and danger. He
taught that God is personfil and that we may have fellowship
with Him.
But God’s love and mercy do not destroy His ethical
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character. God demands justice and righteousness. This be-
lief helped Jesus to steady Himself in those moments when
He might have expected God's love to deliver Him from a
trying situation. Ho taught that we shall receive an abun-
dance of God's love only as we ourselves learn to love our
fellowmen. We shall receive forgiveness only in the meas-
ure that we ourselves forgive.
Jesus made a radical departure from the Judaism of His
day in His conception of the nature of religion. He be-
lieved religion to toe ethical and spiritual rather than
formal and ceremonial. For this reason He did not hesitate
to break traditiom.1 rules when they stood in the way of
htolping to bring abundant life to people. Washing hands
would avail little if people were unclean on the inside*
Fasting was of little value unless it brought one nearer
to God and to the needs of His fellowmen. He showed how
religion breaks har^-and—fast rules^and how it lives anti
grows in the free air of great ethical principles ‘and|lofty
ideals.
Jesus transcended Judaism in the high regard which Ha
held for the worth of human personality. He taught that
individuals wen more important than institutions and that
the latter existed for the benefit of the former. The Gab-
bath was made for man, not man for the Gabbath. (18) He
(18) Mark 2:27
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oald that a nian ms of more value than a sheep. There is no
material thincr, be it the whole world, which is wotth half
of what a roan’s soul is worth. "Fhat doth it profit a man
if he gain the whole world and lose his soul?" (19)
But still the question remains: ^^harein lies the real
significance of Jesus? Certainly not in the fact that He
was a great teacher or a dynamic orophet. The world has had
mny of these. Nor is it found in the teachings of Jesus.
Most of what He taught can be found in Judaism at its best,
as the Jewish leaders of our day axe quick to point out.
Jesus was deeply indebted to the old Hebrew prophets. ?Tiat
He really did was to shift the egphasis and give His people
a better perspeotive. And this alone cannot account for
the historical significance of Jesus.
The Apostle Paul put his finger on the real significance
of Jesus when he said: "God was in Christ reconcilins? the
world unto Himself". (20) Jesus revealed God to humanity.
"In His personality", writes Dr. Cadnian, "Jdsus offers us
the manifestation of God, not by a series of impressive
truths about Deity, but by the far more conpelllnp instru-
mentality of His own actual being and character, which orlo:-
Inated in His total consciousness of oneness with the Fa-
ther", (21) In Him is the fulfillment of the twofold quest
(19) Matthew lB:2r>.
^2l)CadrT)an - The Christ of God. p.l8
‘
^20^11 Corinthians 5:19
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of God aftor nan and of roan after God. The Idea is express-
ed beautifully in a little quatrain by Edwin Markham:
Here is the truth in a little creed.
Enough for all the ways we go:
In Love is all the Law we need;
In Christ is all the God we know.
"In Christ is all the God we know^^ This is the moral
and spiritual significance of Jesus. This is the groat dis-
covery which is fundamental to the historical individuality
of the Christian faith movement - the discovery that God
was in Christ. It was so precious to the early Christians
that they could not refrain from sharing it with others. It
was information, good news, a discovery which everybody
should know about. The knowledge of a Christlike God fur-
nished the missionary zeal of the early Christians and con-
stituted the individuality of the faith they represented.
Antecedent to this discovery, however, was the experi-
ence through which it was mediated. Before people could be
convinced t^t God was in Christ they had to experience the
value of God through Christ. The early Christians had that
experience. "If any man be in Christ ho is a new creature",
wrote St. Paul. "The old things are passed away; behold,
they are become new*. (32) This has been the experience of
Christians through the agds. We have come to realize that
"the discord of roan*s making between God and man has been
removed by God*s overtures in Christ; that the obstacles
(22)11 Corinthians 6:17.
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which nan has felt to hie approach to God-ln the unclean
hands and the unclean lips^have been taken away; and that
with a heart, such as the huinan heart is, a man may yet
come to God in Jesus, because of Jesus, through Jesus", (23)
4 . The Rise of the Christian Gonsciousness.
Christianity had its origin in Judaism, Its founder
was a Jew. In Hie teaching He accepted the prophets of the
Old Testament and said that He came not to overthrow the
law but to fulfill it. The first leaders and missionaries
of the new sect were Jews, The man who did more than any
other to spread the message of Jesus over the Roman entire
was a Jew and belonged to one of tne strictest sects in
Judaism, Paul was a Pharisee. The place used by the miss-
ionaries to deliver their massage to those who had never
heard of Jesus was the Jewish synagogue wnich had gone to
the limits of the Empire./ Ho we seee tuctt Christianity had
its birth in Judaism in a vary vital sense.
But Christianity became sepevr ted from Judaism, The
followers of Jesus came to realize that they had something
which could not be found in the religion of the Jews. There
was an Individuairty about Jesus and His message which made
its senaratlon from Judaism inevitable. The stages by which
the early followers of Jesus came to realize the distlnctivo-
ness or individuality of their faith were gradual.
(23)Glover The Jesua of History. p.221.
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Tq cannot expect that Christianity could have severed
its relations with Judaism by a mere dictum of its Founder,
History proves that new relictions do not becin that way. The
seeds planted by Jesus needed time to grow, sunshine from
heaven, and workers to cultivate the soil in which they were
planted.
Even the first followers of Christ did not believe that
they were starting anything new, "We are the true Israel",
they asserted. They reasoned "out of the Scriptures" that
Jesus was the Christ. Their method was conservative. It
always has been so. Religion must conserve the spiritual
values of the past, pecall that Luther and Wesley did not
want to break with the church in which they had been nuiw
tured and refused to believe that they were starting new
movement s the effects of which were to be world-wide.
There are four essentials elements in the dawn of the
Christian consciousness. The most injportant of these is
the teaching of Jesus which reflected a spiritual power not
to be found in Judaism or any other religion in the empire.
Jesus introduced two new principles the implications of
which can never be exhausted. They have to do with man’s
relation to Cod and man* s relation to man. God is an Heav-
enly Father and wo may have fellowship with Him and second-
ly, personality is the highest value in life and our re-
lation to each other must be that of brotherly kindness.
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To the Jew, Ood was a righteous autocrat who required
that men live up to a lot of rules and regulations. God
was a punctilious book-keeper who made a little check irar)E
every time an individual broke one of these many rules, puch
an external, legalistic system was'’ far removed from the con-
ception of our being "sons** of jSfod . Furthermore, the Jew
had said, "Love your friends and hate your enemies". Jesus
said, "Love your enemies". The Law said, "an eye for an eye
and a tooth for a tooth". Jesus said, "If a man smite the
on one cheek turn the other also, if any man demand thy coat
give him thy/oloak also and whosoever shall compel thee to
go with him one mile go with him twain". (34) The concepts
of Jesus reinforced by His unique relationship to God, con-
stituted a spiritual power which was destined to break the
encircling bonds of Jewish logallem. Inherently, then, those
who followed Jesus had sorae-thing new and different.
The second element to be found among the causes giving
rise to the Christian oonsc lousnoss is the proximity of time
relation and physical contact which the Apostles had with
Jesus. The thing that indelibly stamped the teaching and
spirit of Jesus upon these men was their experiences in con-
oection with the high points of His life. His crucifixion
and resurrection. These things mde Jesus unforgetable ’ and
prepared the way for the coming oi spiritual power which
(24) Matthew 5:39-41.
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he had promised, the Holy Srslrlt. We could not understand
^ontecoBt apart from the disciples* vivid mor-ories cf their
physical contact with Jesus.
Another factor which was influential in the rise of the
Christian consciousness is the persecution to which the fol-
lowers of Jesus wore subjected. The first martyr in the
new faith was Stephen. (25) Stephen had denounced the Jewish
blindness, which of old had persecuted the prophets and now
at length had slain the bfesaiah. He had preached that the
Almighty dwells not in temples made with hands. This was too
much for those Jews who had no good for Jesus of Nauareth.
So they stoned him to death. But the courage with which he
faced his killers and his spirit of forgiveness was contag-
ious. It communicated itself to others.
Stephen’s death was just the beginning of a general per-
secution inflicted upon the followers of "the way" by the
non-Christian Jews, know how i^aul carried his persecu-'
tions "to foreign cities".
The principal causes of Jewish persecution are not hard
to detect. Judaism had gone to seed in ^harlasaism. Phar-
isaism was a service of formal and legal righteousness, from
which the spirit had long since taken its flight. Its al-
ready complicated observance had become xinbearabl^. Christ-
ianity meant the fulfillment of the law and, therefore, free-
dom from the law.
(25)Act8 7.
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Again, Pharisaism was looking for a tomporal kingdom of
Judah which should expel the hated Roman and rule the world.
Jesus, as the Mossiah, certainly did not fulfill this ex-
pectation and, therefore, to Pharisaism, Fo was a false
Messiah and His followers had to be wiped out before they
had time to influence others to a belief in Him.
Pharisaisir. was extremely hostile to heathenism. It was
exclusive. It would keep itself free from all contamination
by the outside world. But Jesus came with a spiritual king-
dom which was to be universal, for all men. Jews and Gen-
tiles both wore to be citizens in this new Kingdom.
The intense antagonism between these two points of view
is obvious. The result was the persecution of the weaker
side.
Finally, the conversion of Gentiles was a factor making
for tl\0 awakening of. the Christian consciousness. The ques-
tion arose as to what should be required of heathen converts.
Wo know the story of Peter’s vision and his intercourse with
the Roman centurion, Cornelius. (26) As a result of this
incident Peter is convinced both of the lawfulness of eating
with a Gentile and of the fact that the heathen may bo ad-
mitted directly to share in the hoavolily good offered in the
Gospel. The brothem at Jerusalem, however, were not pre-
pared for this catholic proceeding of Peter and this new in-
(26) Acts 10.
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tarp rotation of the Goopel. They "contended against him".
They demndod an oxrlunation.
Rut the man who was most influential In bringing Gen-
tiles Into the fold and thereby helping to fra*? Christianity
from the bonds of Judaism was Paul. The occasion of the
Apostolic Conference, mentioned in the fifteenth chapter of
Acta, serves as a fine example of Paul’s work in this respect.
!h)on Paul’s return from his first missionary campaip-n he
was met at Antioch with the question of circumcision. Is
circumcision necessary to salvation? It was decided to
take the question to Jerusalem. Paul was wise in taking Titus
a Gentile convert, with him. The Judaizers at Jerusalem de-
manded that Paul circuncloe Titus, but he refused to do so.
?^ith Barnabas he recounted the work of God amopg Gentiles,
how the Holy. Spirit had been given to them without their
conformity to the Jewish rites. After niuch discussion the
question was daolded. Paul won. Circumcision was not neces-
sary to admission into the new faith. This decision was the
final and decisive step which proved to the world that Chkls-
tlanity was something not to be contained within Judaism, but
something bigger than Judaism, and different from Judaism.
Certain practices of the followers of Jesus ?tade for a
feeling of separation. The first disc Iples v*bre baptized in
the name of Christ. They made public confession of His
Hessiahship. They said that the cruciflors of Christ were
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wrong and Josus was right. Than, too, thay participated In
a connon meal ending In a remamhrancs of Christ though the
Lord’s Supner. They had, also, a ooiomunity of goods which
was partly a result of their ©xpootatlon of a second appear-
ance of Jesus to taka place In the near future.
For a long time the Roiaans had great dllfflculty In dis-
tinguishing Christians from Jaws. They coiild not understand
why the Christians were so unfiopular with the Jews. Pilate,
Gallio, Felix and Feotus wore all perplexed In regards to
differences arising between these two groups. Even the aii-
thorltlea at Home were troubled over their squabbles, and
finally expelled both parties because they "were perp>etually
quarreling over a certain Chroatus". From 81-96 under
Dlmitlan, Christians wore severely persecuted. This seems
to iixilcate that Christians wore distinct from Judaism, at
this time and were "persecuted for the name".
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CHAPTER III.
THE ORGANIZATION OF TH^ CHRIRTi; N C^^URCH.
i. The First Pi sc tries at Jaruaalem .
Accordin,^ to the Gospols and the tradition of the Chrl?w.
tian Church, Jesus chose tvirelva men to help Him in His work
and instructed them to preach the Gospel throughout the world.
After the departure of their Leader these men continued their
work and becarre the rulers of the infant community of believ-
ers at Jerusalem. The death of Judas, who had betrayed Jesus,
reduced the number to eleven. This vacancy was later filled
by a certain Matthias. (1) By virtue of their api ointment fey
Jesus Himself, these men assumed leadership in tbs primitive
corotnunity. In addition to the Twelve there were other work-
ers, missionaries, and the like, who made up the larger num*-
ber of apostles. Of this group Peter appears to bo the lead-
er. His prmary position ?/a8 probably based upon his personal
qualities which Jesus Himself had recognised. To ground this
primacy upon any fortnal recognition by the Appstles, growing
out of Matthew’s report about bulling?; the Church on Peter or
John’s statement that the Risen Lord had entrusted the lead-
ership of His flock to him, is not warranted by the probabili-
ties in the case. His leadership grow out of his natural
qualities for that position.
At first, the followers of Jesus differed very little
(1) Acts 1:15 f.

from tholr fellow countrynmni Their beliefs and practices
were about the same as other Jews. They went up to the Tem-
ple to worship. They kept the Law . In only one respect did
they differ from those about them. This difference is well
stated by Duchesne. '»One point alone distinguished theta: for
them the Messiah did not belong to a vague, uncertain future.
They hiid found Him, for He had come and had revealed Himself:
and they were sure of seeing Him again soon". (2) They knew
the future Messiah whom they expected to behold coming in the
clouds of hoavenjin the near future. But even this point of'
dif faronca >wa# bigoanbugh to cause trouble. The Jev/ish priest
hood did not like the idea of exalting to the level of a
gloriou^s Messiah a man whom they had &ti executed as a dan-
gerous character. It is not eurp rising , therefore, that trou-
ble arose between the Jewish authorities and the followers of
Jesus.
The organization of the primitive comunlty of believars
was very much complicated. The people lived together almost
liko a family. In their midst was the vivid expectation of
the 91)0011/ return of the Lord. Thlle they felt themselves
bound b^i the authority of the Law they nevertheless recog-
nized a higher authority, namely, the comands of Jomis and
the proraptlngs of the Holy Sr irit. "Te must obey God rather
t}ian men", is the way the Apostles answered the supreme tri-
(2)Duch0Gno- Harly Tlistory of the Christian Church . p.l2.
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Banal of Judaism. (3) There was also the authority of the
Twelve which wag final within the community of believers.
The leaders of the community had the power to inflict punlsh-
mont which might go as far as excommunication. The belief
that their organiaation was the Messianic community of the
latter days led to legislative enactments which were intended
to beep it pure and holy. It was necessary in some inr,tance8
therefore, to go as far as exoomijunication.
In addition, the community developed its own rules of
life ^Thich controlled the individual and social life of its
members. The fraternal relations which prevailed in the
family wore thought to bo the form of life most amropriate
to the Messianic period. A fine example of their conmunal
life is in Acts. ^The multitude of them that believed vere
’
of one heart and soul: and not one of them said that ou^^ht
of the things which he possessed was his own; but they had
all things in co.nmon”. (4) The whole life was reduced to a
fixed order". "t>robably never in the history of religion has
a now society arpoare-d with a more abundant and elaborate
equipment*, writes Harr^ach. (5)
In relation to the other communities of believers which
arose throughout Palestine and nelghtorln,^ lands the co.-w
runlty at Jerusalem was central. Natural c licumstancea point-
ed to Jerusalem as tlie real center and starting-point of
(4) Ac^l liii:
(5) Tlarnack - The Constitution and Law of the church. p,p.o
CO.
•
.It

Christianity. Ths Church at Jerusalem sent Barnabas to con-
trol the community of Gentile Christians at Antioch. All
natters of dispute were taken to Jerusalem for final settle-
ment. The unique position of the Jerusalem community ia
suggested by Paul's anxiety to receive its reco# nition.
According to an old tradition the Twelve Apostles remln-
ed twelve years in Jerusalem. They were then scattered by
the persecution of Herod. It was in this nersecutlon that
James the son of Zebedee was killed, with the scattering of
the twelve there was a total change in the organization at
Jerusalem. James, the brother of Jesus* together with some
presbyters took the place of the gohernment of the Twelve.
We know very little about this change which took place in
the government of the early church. Harnack comments that
this Chang© "marks the first stage in the weakening of the
ideal of a scriptural Messiahshlo, and can hardly have taken
place without a crisis". (6)
The position of James as chief ruler above all tho other
presbyters is unique. There la a tradition that he was the
first bishop of Jerusalem appointed by Christ Hli^self and
the Apostles. There is little doubt that he and his succes-
sors exercised a monarchical power ovor the churoh but it is
very doubtful that he boro the title of "bishop" since this
title does not occur within Judaism. It is probable, how-
(6) Harnack - Tho Constitution an.! Law of the church, p.33.
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ever, that the axaltsd position of James might have givon
rise to the conception of a universal episcopate.
2. Apostles. T^rophets# and Teachers .
In addition to the apostles there were professional pro>
pheta and teachers in the comiiwnlty of believers. Paul says
in his first letter to the Corinthians: "God hath set some
in the church, first apostles, secoridly prop^hets, thirdly
teachers". (7) These throe offices make un the higher class
of the ministry and have a certain sr'iritual kinship.
The function of the Twelve Apostles was regarded as dis-
tinctly spiritual. Their work was not the adminstratlon of
eoclesiastical affairs. When the Hellenists and the Hebrews
^in the coirjfi^nity at Jerusalem got into a disi^ute over the
distribution of charity to the widows, the Apostles called
the disciples together and said: "It is not fit tliat we should
forsake the word of God and serve tables. Look ye out there-
fore, brothern from among you seven men of good report, full
of the Spirit and of wisdom, who we my appoint over this
business. But we will continue steadfastly in prayer and in
the ministry of the Word". (8) This is in keeping with the
words of St. llark. "He ordained twelve that they should be
with Him and that He might send them forth to preach". (^)
(7) I Corinthians 16:38.
(8) Acts 6.
(9) Mark 3:14.
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After the ApostXea come the prorheta. It is rather dif-
ficult to draw a clear cut distinction between the two offices*
An arostlo is one who is sent, a messenger who proclaims the
Gospel of deliverance to those in darkness. The prophet
speaks to those who have been converted by the preaohin? of
the Apostles. The prophet was the man upon whom the Spirit
descended. Like St.Paul he might not have known Christ In
the flesh. Yet he knew the mind of Christ through the Spirit.
The prophet had visions which ha inter^rotef^ to others, while
the Apowtle csrokolwith thei authority of ' ttaditiondthetprop'iw.
et spoke with the authority of immediate inspiration. Thus
prophecy stands for a new power in the church collateral with
tradition.
The third group in the higher ministry of the Word aru
the teachers. "The mission of the tojiCherS^ "writes Allen,
• was to meet the awakened Intellect, to explain dif fioultlae,
to solve the problems with which the reason was struggling,
embarrassed by a previous training, confused by rival and
oonflloting systems of philosophy or religion". (10) This
was a difficult task in the Roman Empire since there were
so many conflicting systems of philosophy and religion.
While the functions of these three offices wore distinct
they might all be found in one person. Such a person was Pt.
^aul. Re had a rare coBbinatlon of these gifts and this
>.(10) ATi-lcn - Christian Institutions, p.29.
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aooount3> in lar^e measure, for his great influence and suc-
cess as the Apostle to the Gentiles.
3.Presbyters . Bishops. Deacons .
With the pae<=!ing of the first generation of the Apostolic
age we enter the age of the elders or presbyters. The term
•presbyter" is aiftoiguoua. It may denote one of three things;
the old as opposed to the young, a title of honour, or an
elected and formally appointed member of a council. It ap-
pears that the presbyters were a class of men entrusted with
the adminis tra tlon of local churches. Puch an understand-
ing of the term arises out of the references roads to it by
the writer of the Acta of the Apostles. He states that
Barnabas and Paul ordained elders in every church. (11) In
Acts the presbyters are associated with the Apostles in the
government of the church in Jerusalem as if they were on the
same level. They are usually linked up together. The ques-
tion as to whether the Jewish ceremonial law was binding on
heaticn converts was taken to the "apostles and elders" in
Jerusalem. As Paul and Timothy went from place to place they
delivered "the decrees that were orddined by the Apostles
and elders which were at Jerusalem". In the First Epistle
of St. Peter, the AP^stle exhorts the elders to feed the
flock of God. The Epistle General of St. James Instructs
those who are sick to call elders of the church who
(11) Acts 14:23
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shall pray over them. Coneeming this unoertainty regarding
the exact nature of the office of the presbyter Allen writes;
"It may have been that their position and duties were too
familiar to need definition, or that they were too indefinite
for exact description". (12)
The nature of the office of the bishop is more definite.
The bishop had to posses® the qualifications of a pastor
whose duty was to teach and rule the Church. That means that
he had to be in possession of the higher Christian virtues.
It was also necessary that he be in good report In the hea*
then world outside the church. His office called for the
ability to refute those who attempted to pervert the trifli
of the Church. It is possible that the bishops were chosen
out of the presbyterate to do the special work with which
their names were connected.
The deacons were servants in the work of administration.
They distributed the charity funds and served tables. Their
speoial function was to distribute the meat of the saorlfioe
among the festival company at a religious feast. In this
respect the deacons held an office which they have never lost
It is still a function of thSir office to assist the presid-
ing officer at the" thioharlst in many churches*
Wo may assume that the diaconato had its origin in the
appointment of the seven men whoso duty it was to look after
(13) Allen ~ Christian Institutions, p.42.
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the distribution of food ana The seven were chosen by
popular election and afterwards ordained by the Twelve with
the laylnp: on of hands. There has been a great deal of dis-
pute In regards to this point. Many deny that the appoint-
ment of the seven had anything to do with the office of deacon
Lightfoot holds the opposite view. In support of his position
he argues that the work of the seven men corresponds to the
functions of the office of deacon. The emphasis which Luke
places upon the incident seems to Indicate that he considered
It the inltatlon of a new order of things in the Church.
Irenaeus considered the Se'i^en to have been deacons. Cen-
turies later the Roman Churoh restricted the number of dea-
cons to seven, showing that the main line of Christian tradi-
tion supports this view. (13)
4. The Episcopacy .
There are no signs of episcopal government in the early
Church before the year 70. Within the following three decades
however, the episcopal office came into existence. The do-
tails of the circumstances, which surrounded its development
are uncertain. It is possible only to point to certain sit-
uations which were conducive to the formation >f the episco-
pacy. One of these was the fall of Jerusalem. When this
took place the visible center of the Church was removed. In
addition, there were disaentlons between Jew and Gentile con-
(13)Lightfoo t-Diasertations on the Apostolic Age. 0p.Cit.p.l45
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verts. Diverse elements arose in the Christian communities.
Gnosticism was beginning to make inroads upon the unstable
organization of the Church. All these various elements bore
witness to the great need of centralization if the early
dhuffch was to be saved from utter ruin. The answer to this
pressing need was the rise of the episcopaxjy.
I have already pointed out the pre-eminence which was
assigned to James, the brother of Jesus. Upon his death,
his place was taken by Symeon whom Hegesippus distinctly
calls a bishop. The successor to Symeon was Justus who be-
gan his episcopate about the year 108 A.D. Eusebius gives a
complete list of the successors to Symeon. (14)
5, Baptism - Sign of Entrance Into the New Fellowship.
Baptism was practiced from a very early date in the Apos-
tolic period. There are no indications in the Gospels that
Jesus Himself established the practice. In speaking of His
successor John the Baptist makes it clear that Jesus would
not baptize with water as he had done but with the Holy spir-
it and with fire. We can understand Jesus* failure to bap-
tize by assuming that He had no desire to found an exclusive
society during His life time. But, although Hesus Himself
did not baptize. He commanded His disciples to do so. (15)
This command belongs to the latest portion of the Synoptic
\
Gosepls and furnishes the basis for the rite of baptism in
(14) Eusebius ~ Ecclesiastical History . IV 5.
(15) Matthew 38:19, Mark 16:16
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the early Church.
Baptism denoted reception into the Church. Those who
were baptized became members of the body of Christ and the
bre thorn. The act was an outward indication that one had
yielded himself to Christ. The effoot of Christ's death and
resurrection was thereupon extended to him. The significance
of the act is revealed in a custom mentioned by Paul in First
Corinthians 15:39, namely, the baptism of living morabers of
the church in behalf of those who had died. The substitution
was possible only when the dead men had adhered to the Cos-
pel in life. But the rite appeared necessary because only
in this way could one have an interest in Christ in the
resurrection.
6. The Meetinp:a of the congrrenration.
From the very earliest tines the members of the Christian
comiQunities met in divine service. The primary purpose of
these meetings was not to influence Deity nor to worship De-
ity, but to express a common faith. The objedt was to cher-
ish their peculiar religious possession in the spiritual life
It was a close parallel to the practice in the synagogue
where the service consisted chiefly in instruction in the Law
and devotion to the sacred writings. In the Christian meet-
ings Christ took the place of the Law in the Jewish synagogue
The people came together for the mutual expression, confirm-
ation, and exposition of their faith in Christ. The Jewish
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Chriotlans followed the main outline of the Temple service.
The Gentile Christians had no such p!rocedent to follow. In
foot, they had to break away from the order of worship to
which they had been accustomed since the essential feature
In heathen worship was the Influencing of Deity through
sacrifices.
There were probably two kinds of Christian meetings. One
meeting was for the preaching of the Word; the other was
for the common meal. It is not likely th€^t both of those
were combined in one meeting. Paul speaks about "coming to-
gether to eat." The implication la that it was a separate
meeting for that purpose alone. Such an arrangement would
seem necessary. In those meetings where the Gospel was
preached there was also the possibility of unbelievers being
present. But those could not participate In the Lord*s Sup-
per. Only those who had been baptized could partake In this
service •
The best source of our Information about the early Chris-
tian meetings Is Paul. (16) He had a great deal to say a-
bout the order of these meetings. He suggested that the
prophets present themselves In groups of two or three. If
any person had a revelation In the meeting the speaker was
to stop and let him declare It. The man who spoke with
tongues was to be accompanied by an Interpreter. Women were
not allowed to speak In the meetings. Everything was to be
(16) I Corinthians 14.
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done orderly and for the edification of the whole group.
The ineetlng for the ministry 6ft the" Word was uaUllXy
opened by an Invocation either by the speaker or by the group
as a whole. Any one or more might pray who offered thenw 1
selves. Following the prayer came the period for teachixg .
This embraced all forms of instructions with the single ex-
ception of prophecy. The prc})hets* turn came after the did-
actic address. When the prophet arose to speak it was as-
sumed that he had had a reveal tlon. The prophet did not
arrive at his subject matter through hie own though* or ob-
servation as the teacher might do. Ho had received his mes-
sage through the work of the Holy Fplrit. Prophecy was not
the prerogative of a few selected individuals. Paul express-
es the desire that all might prophesy and he calls upon every-
one to strive to exercise the gift
A thing which presented some difficulty in the meetings
was the speakii^ with tongues. It appears from the Apostle's
exhortation that this practice was a favorite one among the
people and that it had become the goal of an ambitious riv-
alry. But what went on was altogether unintelligible to
others. So, for the purpose of edification, the Apostle ad-
vised that every speaker with tongues have an interpreter
to make his mesflago intelligible to the whole group.
Very little can bo said with certainty in regards to the
reading of Scriptures in these meetings. It is a safe oox^
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jaoture, however, that since the Old Teotaraent was regarded
as sacred In the Apostolic Age and since it was road regular-
ly in the synagogue, the custom was continued in the Christ-
ian congregation.
The meeting for the Lord’s Supper was based ut^on a conw
rrand made by Jesus Himself at the close of a common meal
taken on the last evening of His life. The celebration must
have been observed from the beginning. This festival of the
Church was especially significant since it was the great
source of spiritual union between Christ and the believer.
"The early Apostolic Church solemtized in this mystery the
memory of its Lord, under the symbols of His living presence
and his covenant - forming death”. (17)
The celebration of the Lord’s Pumper by the early Church
boars some slmllaBkrity to the sacrificial feasts of the
heathen. But there was a diffeirence. The participant did not
come with the feeling that he had offered hie sacrifice. He
had none to offer. He did come with the conviction ttiat He
had taken part in the sacrifice which had been offered for
him, the supreme moral sacrifice. The experience was one of
deep spiritual fellowship with God which led to a higher
and better life. It was this distinctive element in the
Christian festival of the Lord’s gupper which differentiated
it from the sacrificial feasts in heathenism.
(l7)W0iZBaoker- The Apostolic Ap^e of the Christian Church.
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CHAPTER IV
THE EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY IN THE FACE OF
POLYTHEISM AND IDOLATRY.
X . The Necessity of Expansion.
By the year 100 Christianity had spread throughout Asia
Minor, Syria, Macedonia, Greece and was firniy planted in
Rome. Of the various lands into which Christianity had gone
Asia Minor was the most extensively Christianised. About
the year 112 Pliny, the governor of Bithynia, reported to
Trajan that this new religion had greatly affected the older
tanple worship. He exT^resaed hope in the fact that many of
them had denied their faith by praying to the gods and bund-
ing Incense before a statue of the Emperor. "It is certain
enough that the ton^^los, deserted until quite recently, be-
gin to be frequented, that the ceremonies of religion,long
disused, are restored, and that fodder for the victims comes
to market, whereas buyers of it ware until now very f 0w".(l)
From this it is easy to sea how w Ide spread and effective
the Christians were. If many of them recanted under the gov-
ernorship of Pliny wo can only say that they did not contin-.
ue to do 80
,
nor was it characteristic of Christians in geiw
oral.. The Christian faith movement continued to spread in
a world already full of religions. It persisted in the
face of the established State religion. It thrived in spite
(l)Ayer - Source Book for Ancient Church History, pp.21,22.
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of the severest persecution. It successfully withstood the
attacks of all its foes. How is this remarkable fact to be
explained?
Gibbon states five causes for the rapid progress of Chris
tianity in the Ronan Erripire.CS) They are the zeal of the
early Christians which he represents as derived from the Jaws
but purged of Jewish narrowness; the doctrine of a future
life of rewards and punishments the power of working miracles
the high morals of the Christians; and the union and discip-
line of the Christian community. Undoubtedly these were im-
portant factors in the spread of Christianity. But they do
not represent the central point. The secret of its power,
and therefore the very life a.nd soul of the Christian relig-
ion, is Christ Himself. The zeal of the early Christians
was a zeal for a Person and a cause identified with Him.
Their belief In a future life had its basis in their faith in
a risen Lord who had amended into heaven. Whatever miracu-
lous power was connected with their work had its source in
the Founder of the faith. Their high grade of morals and
fraternal unity grew out of their deep loyalty to Jesus and
His ideals. The victory of Christianity in the Roman world
was the victory of Jesus^
This new religion made a powerful appeal to the poor and
oppressed and to all the multitudes of people for whom the
(2) Gibbon- Decline and Fall of the Roman Kntrire. ChapterXV,
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world had little to offer in the way of hope and joy. It
wae to these very people that Jesus oamo to minister.
The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me,
Because He anointed Me to preach f^ood tldinp^s
to the poor:
Ho hath sent Me to proclaim release to the
captives.
And recovortn>5 of slptht to the blind.
To set at liberty them that are bruised.
To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord". (S)
The expansion of Christianity In the Roosan EnK^ira ^vas
inevitable because it offered what people had been searoh-
ing for—
a
religion which offered an actual experience of
God. ThroxAgh faith in Christ Individuals came into a liv-
ing and entirely personal relation to God Himself. Tliis
was possible for all classes of men. Even slaves casrte into
a living experience of God, To be a disciple of Christ
meant to a child of God filled with Hie Spirit. The Acts
of the Apostles la very clear on this point. To be a true
disciple was to be filled with God*s Spirit. The exponents
of this new religion promised that it had power to bring
every man into an immediate and living connection with God,
This is the most inrortant feature in the distinctive charac-
ter of the Christian faith movement.
The Synoptic Gospels do not have much to say about the
universal mission of the Christian faith. According tcfMatt-
hew, the mission of Jesus was to "the lost sheep of the
house of Israel". "Go not on the road of the Gentiles, and
(3)Luke 4:18,19.
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enter no city of the Samaritans; rather go to the lost sheep
of the house of Israel”. (4) The story of the Syro-Phoentc-
ian woman is outside this boundary. But, in the mind of the
evangelist, there was no doubt that this incident represent-
ed an exceptional case for Jesus. The command of the ris-
en Lord to "make disciples of all nations, baptizing them
into the name of the Father, and of the Ron, and of the Holy
Spirit*, is given by ’fetthew, (5 ) Harnack and many others
are of the opinion that Jesus never uttered these words at
all. The command reflects the historical developments of a
later age when the Gospels were written.
J.ferkj^a'' though omitting the limitation of the Mission
to Palestine and the Jewish people, does not venture to as-
sign the mission any universal scope. Luke records the com-
mnd of the risen Jesus to preach the gostel to all rations.
In the main, however, he follows Mark. While he does not
expressly confine the activity of Jesus to the Jewish nation,
he gives no word or incident which describes that activity
as universal.
The Fourth Gospel differs from the Synoptics since it
was written at a later time. Two generations of Christiana
had passed by the time John’s Gospel was written. At tl^iat
time the Gentile mission was well established and was very
fruitful. The author looks upon the Jews as a reprobate peo-
(4)
Matthew 10:5,6.
(5)
\ratthew 28:19f.
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pie. Jesus Is not the Favlour of the "lost sheep of the
house of Israel", but of the whole world. God so loved the
world that Ho j^avo His Hon. Most significant of all is the
incident where the Creeks ask for Jesus. The whole Gospol
is permeated with a universalism not to be found in the
Synoptic accounts.
Even if Jesus never gave an express cotm/iand to preach
the Gospel to all nations, there is nevertheless an implicit
universal isBB in Jesus and His principles. His followers
I
soon came to realise that fact. Christianity was bound to
spread because its very genius was a great discovery to be
shared by all people. It began with an annosinoement of this
discovery. "The Kingdom of heaven is at hand", said Jesus.
It is an accomplished fact. All His hearers had to do was
to accent it. The Gosrel really was "good news" because it
was a glorious discovery. It was not speculation but in-
formation. When Paul went to Athen, the gxc^at intellectual
center of the Mediterranean world and home of philosophy,
he had a discovery to announce to the Athonlans. "I found
an altar", he said, "with this Inscription, TO AN UNIG^OVTN
GOD. What therefore ye worship in ignorance, this I set
forth unto you". (6) This is the historical individuality
of the Christian faith movement and the secret of its rapid
expansion. "Where no other religion could sow and reap,
(6) Acta 17:23.
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this religion was enabled to eaatter its seed and to secure
a harvest.* (7) The reason for this was its unique character.
To show how Christianity rreserved its individuality in the
face of heathan opposition and in the midst of heretical
sects is the problem we face in the remaining chapters.
3. Conditions Conducive to Its Expansion .
The expansion of Christianity in the first century was
due to a very large extend to the Diaspora. The Jewish syna*
gogues throxighout the i^mrire furnished centers for the devel-
opment of Christian communities* The extent to which the
Jews had permeated the fiznpire.nas already been indicated. If
Judaism was actually so extensive throughout the Em]:) ire ae to
embrace seven per cent of the total population under Augustus
one begins to realise what poesibilitiss it contained for the
spread of Christianity*
The Hellenizing process which was begun by Alexander the
Great tended to produce a unity of language and ideas* The
DOlitloal unity of the Roman Empire made for peace and was
a fitting antecedent to the conception of a heavenly monarchy
and the rise of a universal church* The facilities for in-
ternational travel was a^help to the Christian missionary*
The religious policy of Rome was one of toleration, at least
as long as the existence of the State- religion was not
threatendd by a serious rival.-. Christianity was thus
(7 )Harnac k -Expansion of Christianity t^T^^ee
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saved from extinction in Ita infancy. The existence of
various associations together with muAldipal and provincial
organisations suggested the most Imrortant forms of organi-
zation for the church. All of these were external conditions
which were of tremendous value to the expansion of the
Christian religion.
Another condition favorable to its expansion, which we
may teria internal, was the religious situation in the imperi-
al age. Christianity faced a world of polytheism. Monothe-
ism versus polytheism — the two stood firmly opposed to each
other. But nolythelsm had an inherent weakness and this
weakness added to the strength of monotheistic Christianity.
Polytheism was weakening because it was opposed by the for-
ces of general knowledge, philosophy, and ethics. Many of
the intellectuals had lor.g been skepticaljabout the value of
these nolythelstic systems. But when this skepticism came
into the mirxis of the common people the old religions were
doomed. It sounded like a convincing argument when Chris-
tians exposed the vice of the Roman deities and the various
forms of idolatry and f)lctured by the side of this a God who
was ethically pure and One with whom the individual may have
immediate, spiritual communion. "Religion faced religion",
writes Harnackj "but whilst the one was new and living, the
other was old, nor could anyone tell exactly what had become
of it". (8)Hamack- toarialon of, Chris tianitY la, thg.
First Three Centuries , p.^6.
r .
But even roore Iwportant than this was the rrocose of re-
Itglcma syncretism which was going on throughout the Eurjlre.
There was a blonllng of religions. To explain the origin of
the world and the soul a system of aeons, intermediate bo-
ixigs, semi-gods, and deliverers grew up. There arose the
conception of a primal God, high above all other gods. With
this primal God the soul of mn was linked. All this was
at bottom monothestic and conducive to the spread of Chkisti-
anity.
3
.On Gentile goil.
The early group of disololes described in the Book of
Acta api^arently bad no intention of vsevering their tradition-
al religious connections with Judaism. At first they had
no thought of starting a new movement outside the pale of
Judaism. •We are the true Israel", they asserted. They
reasoned "out of the nl^riptures" that Jesus was the Christ.
Luke hastens to assure Thcouhilus that the now religion had
the full authority of antiquity. •Loyalty to the religion
of their fathers is one of the best-attested characteristics
of the first Christians*, says Case. "The message they
preached was intended by them primarily, if not exwlusiWely,
for Israelites, and Its fulfillment was to be the perfect
realization of Israel's long-deferred hope." (9) It was
only after the Jews had consistently rejected the Gospel
(9) Case - Evolution of Early Christianity. p.l24.
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that the early Christians turned gradually and hesitatingly
to geatlle territory.
It was not long before the Jews began to persecute the
follo»/ers of Jesus. In the year 33 hr34, about tro years
after the day of Pentfccost, Stuphen was stoned. This inci-
dent was but a signal for the more general persecution which
was to follow. The man who was to carry on the work of per-
secution more systematically was pres :nt at the stonnlng^
holding the coats of those who threw the stones. But the
martyrdom. Instead of quieting the followers of Jesus, 4)nly
added fuel to the flau^e. The result was a mors decided step
in opening the dovrs of the Church to the Gentiles. The
Christian comimanlty at Jerusalem was scattered but they took
the message of Jesus withjthem. Philip went to a city in
Bamarla and preached with ouch success. Peter and John gave
their sanction to the work. While the Samaritans believed in
the law of Moses and were circumcised they wore, nevertheless,
regarded as an heretical sect by the orthodox Jews. Their
reception into the Christian faith paved the way towards the
preaching of the G<^8pel to heathens themselves.
A second step leading to the Gentile mission was the ex-
perience of the Aoostlo Peter with the Roman Centurion,
Cornelius. While he was praying one day on a house tor^ he had
a vision. He «av; a great white sheet let down from heaven
UPOn which wSre all kinds of things to eat. He was commanded
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to eat hut he refuaed, gaylpg that ho would eat nothing
oomon or amslean. Then came the words: •'^hat Ood hath
cleansed npiko not thou common". (10) In this experience
T’etar was convinced that it was not unlawf>il to eat' with a
Gentile. He saw that God vms no refsjhector of persons and
that the heavenly good offered in the Gosoel was for all peo-
ple who eould receive it. A very good occasion for the ap-
plicktion of the meaning of his vision was supplied In the
person of Cornelius.
But the brethern at Jerue'^keni wore not prepared for this
Catholic proceeding of beter. This new Interpretation of
the Gospel was a tnatter for deep consideration. So ttiey de-
inanded an explanation. Whereupon Peter explained that the
Holy Spirit waa ^venjto the Gentile bslisvera as well as to
Jewish believers, and in the same measure. This arguiaent
was sufficient to satisfy the scrunles of the Judaizera in
the Christian coacunity.
Bat ^eter was not the only one who was breaking the bonds
of Judaism with an api eal of the Gospel to the Gentile world.
After the death of Stephen many of the Christian fugitives
from Jerusalem traveled as far as Cyprus and Antioch. Many
of these confined their preaching to the Jews. Others, chlfif^
ly ' Hellenistic Jews who had been converted to the Gospel,
preached to the Grecians who wore heathen . And their work
(10) ?iatthew 10:15.
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was not in vain. Large numbers belleveKi. iintloch was the
center of these new converts, ^hen the news of this work
reached the Jerusalem church the elders sent Barnabas to look
after it.
The greatont personality to engage in the work of fra^
ing Christianity from Judaism and rromotlng its expansion to
the Oentile world was Paul* Be nsay rightly be called "the
Arostle to the Gentiles®. After his conversion and stay in
Arabia Paul was received by Barnabas as a co-worker in the
Church at Antioch. From this place he set out on his first
tcissionary campaign to Cyprus and the southern districts of
Asia Hlnor. Bis method of procedure was to preach first to
the Jews in the gymgoguas. When they would not listen to
hi® any longer he turned to the Gentiles. All Gentiles who
believed were received without the imosltlon of the Mosaic
law. This caused another rift between the Jewish Christians
who Insisted ur'on bboilence to the law and those who, like
Paul, considered it unnecessary to salvation. The mtter
cane to a head in the so-cal' ed Apostolic ejounoiSD.. ^aul
appsELTed at Jeruinalem to represent his fosltlon against those
who insisted that all CTentlle converts submit to the rite of
circumcision. The Judaizera In the Christian coimnunlty held
to this act an the requisite to salvation. Paul disputed
this contention. He described the effrwjt of the Gospel upon
the Gentile converts and how they too were recipients of the
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Holy Spirit. To strongthen his case he took with him to Jer-
usalem a Gentile convert bir the name of Titue. The issue
before the Council was an important one. Profoiind imrll-
cations were connected with it. If ^aul was right then the
real ground of salvation did not rest unon observance of the
law, even for Jewish Christians, but on beltevlhg trust in
Jesus. It meant the complete separation of Christianity
from Judaism. The matter was finally decided In favor of
^aul. They agreod that Paul was doing a great work of God
among the Gentiles. The right hand of fellowship was given
to Pa^il and Barnabas and the blessing of God was Invoked up-
on their work. The logical conclusion of this decision was
the final separation of Christianity from the bonds of Juda-
ism.
One other controversy arose after this time in regards
to the relations between Gentile and Jewish converts. The
occasion for this controve r-sy was the inconsistency of Peter.
In keeping with his experience with Cornelius, Peter did not
hesitate to sit down with the Gentile brethern at the Love-
feasts and sat with them. But there came a time when cer-
tain persons in the Jerusalem Church came to Antioch* from
James". These men did not approve of the free intercourse
of Jewish Christians with the unclrcumclsed which had been
practiced by ^etar, Paul, and Barnabas. The presence of
these Jewish Christians from Jerusalem caused Peter, in
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timid deference to their feelings in the natter, to cease
eating with the Gentiles as he had done before. Following
his example, the other Jewish Christiana at Antioch, includ-
ing Barnabas, did the same thing. Siich action on the part
of Peter would have a very strong tendency to make the Gen-
tile converts conform to the ceremonial ordinances of the law
and thus destroy their liberty and hinder the spread of Chris-
tianity among the Gentiles. Paul was quick to detect the
significance of this matter and proceeded to coniemn Peter
for his inconsistency and infidelity to his real convictions.
Once again Paul came to the defense of the Gentile converts
and saved the religion of Jesus from the narrowness of ortho-
dox Judaism.
With the destruction of the temple in the year 70» Judaism
lost its most strategic stronghold and therefore declined
in whatever Influence It had exercised u’^on the Christian
faith movement. From this time on Christianity became more
predominantly Gentile. Jewish nemborsh^kp gradxially dimin-
ished in numbers and importance. Christian communities
flourished, not in Palestine, but on Gentile soil. "Its
prospects of further success now lay exclusively in its power
to porpetuate itself through appeal to the n03>.Jewiah popu-
lation of the Roman Fniplre. Unless it had been able to liv
tegrate itself successfully as a movement in Gentile society,
its hope of survival wo\ild have been In vain.* (11)
(11 ) Case - The Social Ori^rin of Christianity , p . 68
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^ « The Mlaelonary Aotlvlty of nt« Paul.
•Historically, Paul tho Pharisee 'iethroned the people and
the religion of Israel; he tore the Gospel from its Jewish
soil and rooted it in the soil of huKianlty". (12) In these
words, Harnock describes the place of the nycstle Paul in the
expansion of early Christianity. His unique contribution to
the expansion and development of Cbrlatlanity In the first
century deserves special attention. Reference has already
been made to his work in spnnsorlng the cause of the Gentile
Christians as over against the Jewish Christians who insisted
unon obedience to the law. It remains for us to consider in
more detail his missionary caTnpaigns by which ho laid the
solid and living foundations of the Gospoilthroughout the
greater part of A*la Minor, Macedonia, and 'Acrhaia.
After his conversion on the road to Dantaocus Paul spent
three years in Arabia, probably thinking out the lmr>licatlons
of his experience and new decision. After this he came back
to Dartascus but was forced to flee on account of the hostility
of the Jews. He went to Jerusalem where he ©pent about two
weeks in conference with Peter. The time of this meeting and
the circumstances surrounding it make the occasion significant
both for Paul and for the new religion he was libonttto take
to the Gentiles. From Jenasalen Paul went to Tarsus, his na^
tive city. Tarsus was a city of learning and philosophy.
(13) Harnaok The Kxpansion of Christianity in the First
Three Centuries. pp.8A,65.
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To this environment he owed much of his cosmopolitan spirit.
In the year 43, Paul went tO) Antioch to help Barnabas in
the work of converting the heathen which was carried on with
great success. It is significant that the disciples were
called Christians for the first time at jjntloch. There the
follrwera of Jesus first became a body distinct from the Jews.
At Antioch the first mission to distant lands was orgax>-
ized. According: to Acts the mission was undertaken in keep-
ing with a comniand of the Holy Spirit to the leaders in the
Church at Antioch. "Separate me Barnabas and Paul for the
work whereunto I have balled them*. (13) These two men, to-
gether with John Mark who was a cousin or nephew of Barnabag,
went down to Seleucla, a seauort town, and sailed for the is-
land of Cyr'pus. They traveled the whole length of the island
from Salamls to Paphos. Two interesting incidents are re-
corded for us. The one was his meeting with the sorcererr
Bar-Jesus which gives a striking exaraole of the superstition
of the age. Throughout the were large numbers of men
like Bar-Jesus who skilfully deceived the people and extract-
ed large sums of monef from them by capitalizing upon their
ignorance. When ^aul met this man it is not strange that he
denounced him in no uncertain terms and demonstrated to the
people the superior power of Christianity. The other incident
was T^ul*s interview with the proconsul Sergius 'I’aulus.
(13) Acts 13:2.
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What waB said is not hnown but we do know that the prtxjonsul
was greatly iiftpioBsod. Luke says that he "believed". Wheth-
er that v'eans that he was actually converted to the Christian
faith or that ho was just favorably tt^pressed cannot be de-
cided. It seems natural to suppose, however, that the Inci-
dent meant a great deal to Paul. Mtr gif for t suggests that
"It io not impossible that the IwriHros^^lon which he roade ur on
the governor led him to turn his thoughts inore earnestly than
heretofore ut'OT) tlie Emr^ire as the field of his labors,
and to cherish a raore confident belief in the possibility of
bringing the Roman world to Christ*. (14) At any rate, the
event Is consistent with the great aim of his life to win
the whole Roiuan itenire for f*hrl8t.
Leaving Cyp rus, Paul and his companions siailed for Perga,
a town of Pav^hylia. At this point in the journey John Mark
left them and went to Jerusalem, ilark's reason for doing this
is uncertain, ^erliaps there was a change in the plans which
he did not anticipate. The tJiing did not please ^aul at all
but they continued their journey without him. From Perga
they went to /^ntlooh of Phrygia and. then turned southeast-
ward Into the province of Galatia, visiting the towns of
loonium, Lystra, and Derbe . In these places tlie mlssloryw
Ties preached in the synagogues each Sabbath. Their success
among the Jq«.'3 was not so great. Among the Jewish proselytes
(l4)Mc Giffert - History of rhrlfrtlanl ty in the Aoostol.io Age .
^.175.

and oven among the actual pagans their efforts vere attend-
ed with greater success. Paul’s method was to preach first
in the sytiagoguos. When the y banished him from the syna-
gogues he turned to private homes ot any other place whore
he could preach his message to those who would listen. In
each town the missionaries left behind them a small Christian
corrirminity, separate from the Jewish communities, and organ-
ized under the guidance of ’’eldars" appointed by them to
superintend the work. They returned to Antioch where they
were warmly welcomed by the Church.
It was after this first mlsalonary Journey that ttie ques-
tion of clrcumolalon arose in the church at Antioch which
was settled at Jerusalem. This has been discussed in a pre-
vlouo sootion in this chapter and there Is no need to go
into it again.
Soon after the Jerusalem Conference Paul set out on his
second missionary journey. Instead of Barnabas, his cor&-
panion this time was Silas, a distinguished Christian from
Jerusalem. As he passed through Lyoaonla Paul found another
valuable assistant in a young man by the name of Timothy.
Timothy was the son of a Greek father and a Jewish mother.
To avoid any unnecessary trouble Paul had him circumcised.
Going through Phrygia and Galatia ho came to Troas in Uysla.
From here he sailed to Mat'>odonla where he visited such
cities as Phillnnl, Theosalonica, and other places. He then

went down to Athens where he stayed only a short time. His
next stop was Corinth where he stayed for eighteen months
(63-54 A.D.). The second missionary journey was completed
by paesinc* through Erhesue and Caesarea in Palestine to An-
tioch.
It is interesting to note the difference between Paul*s
approach to religion at Athens and his approach to religion
at Corinth. At Athens he based hie appeal ur.on the moral and
religious consciousness of humanity. His line of argument
was predominantly philoaophioal. It was In keeping with his
principle of ’’booomlng all things to all men, that I «ay by
all fceans save some*. But the response at Atlions was negative.
Pe have a retford of two converts, one a mem'oor of the council
of Areooagus, the other a femlc by the name of Damaria.
Apparently Paul was a bit discouraged with the reaction of
the Athenians, for he did not stay long In their city. He
went on to Corinth where he great su^'cess. Undoubtedly
it was due, in part, to his change of appro^ioh. v9ome of it
was due to tbs fact that Athens am Corinth were two very
difficult cities. But there was something wore. Then Paul
reached Corinth he changed his ’sessage. These are hl3 words:
*I determined not to know anytliing among you, save Joous
Christ, and Him crucified". (15) This is the truo Goopel
which had power to change the lives of Inrllvlduals and the
(15) ICorinthians
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’Thole Pomn ’forld. It Is still tho heart and ’^o-rar of tha
Oosrel end no r^hllosor^hioal an^^ron/’-h to or explanation of
Christianity can tJike its nl'uoe.
Not mch time intervened between the second and third
journeys. Leavlns?; Antioch again he passed through Asia Winor
to Ephesus whore he ror-ained for three years. (5‘w-57A.D.)
He was fortunate In having two helpers in this city whom he
had not at Corinth 4n the proceed Ing trip, Aouila and Prie-
oilla. This man and his wife ha^- received the oosr el throuph
the preaching of Apolloa, an Alexandrian Jew, who knew only
the bantisw of John. The disciples nade by Apolloe became
the mcloias of the Ephesian Church. As a result of Paul’s
preaching in the synagoue airt alsowhero the numbor of be-
lievers increased greatly. From Ephspus as a, center the
Cost'el then was cxtencled to the surraandlng towns and vil-
lages in Asia Minor. After three ye^tre ^aul decided to go
back to Jorusalem, but not until ha had again visited the
churches In l^acedonla and Achaia. He/wlntered at Corinth
(57*A58 a.D) !^-nd in the following spring, after passing
throu^'h Macedonia, set sail for Palestine. He arrived in
Jerusalem in the year 58 A.D.
At Jerusalem he crot into trouble with the Jewish sealots
who raised an uproar when they found him in the Temule. He
would nrobably have oet death here If it had not beexi for
the oommarder of the ^Roman' garrison who* protected Paul from

thane rslif^lous fanatics. Ho taken to Caesarea and ?was
tried beiorc Feitx, but not conTlcted. Finally, after beln^
y.e-rit t^o years at Caesarea, Paul appealed to his rlp:ht as a
18oman citiaon to be judged by the Earoeror. He i^r, then sent
to Rome.
^aul suffered many things on thene journeys, hunger
,
ncourgings, stoninge, shipwrecks, r.trines above raeasure^(1.6)
In the end he was a martyr. That was the price this great
soul paid for his faith In Jesus Christ and his eegor desire
to share it with others.
(16) II Corinthians lliSSf
»}
CHAPTITP V
CHRISTIAN LITERATURE.
1 . tne jjggd of Written Docuaenta .
Unlike n*08t other faiths, Christianity did not bdgin as a
book rellpilon. The New Testament wrltincrs were not the cause
but Ahe prodiJKiJt of the faith of the first Christian believers.
When the time came for the Apostles to carry on the work of
their Lord (they did not begin by formulating creeds or writing
histories. They began witnessing to the vital rower of Christ
in their lives and calling all men to believe in Him. The
thought of writing down a record of the life of Jesus did not
at first enter their minds because they were anxiously expect-
ing the return of Jesus in the very near future. They had no
time to write down rules for the guidance of His Church on
earth since His return to the earth was immanent.
This does not mean that there were no fragmentary records
at an early date. It is probable that collections, of Christ's
words were in existence during His lifetime. For the most
part, however, the exponents of the new religion depended upon
oral tradition and oral teaching for the purposes of edifica-
tion and missionary effort.
But the passing of time brought new problems to bear on
the situation. As Christianity expanded it became necessary
that the Apostles keep in to\jch with the distant communities
through written correspondence. There arose the need of
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further Instruction in the faith to counteract the riso of
erroneous and heretical teaching. Furthermore, doubts arose
with the passing of time in regards to the return of Jesus.
If the return of Jesus were to be delayed the need of handing
down to comii^ generations a faithful record of the life and
teaching of Jesus beaame ap'^rent. "An authentic written
record of the words and acts of Jesus and His disciples was
therefore absolutely iodespensable, not indeed to originate
the church, but to Iteep it frora corruption and to furnish it
with a pure standard of faith and discipline." (1)
n Most of the books of the New Testament were written be-
tween the years 50 and 70, which means that our very earliest
records were written at least twenty years after the resur-
rection of Jesus. All of St. Paul's epistles except the
Pastoral letters, fall within the 53 and 62. These
writings of the ArJostle must have been collected at an early
date since both clo^nent and Polyean) appear to have haul ac-
cess to then in their collected form.
The twenty- seven books of the New Testan^nt fall rather
readily into three different classifications: historical,
didactic and prophetic. The Gospels and Acts belong to the
historical grou^, the ^n’istlas to the didactic, and Rev-
elation to the prophetic. Although this is not the chrono-
logical order, it does correspond with the natural progress
(1) Schaff - History of the Christian Churoh . Vol I. p.571.
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of the Christian revelation.
3. Et is ties of Paul
The Kjbietles of Paul, like the writings of the other
Apostles, were supplementary to his oral teaching. They are
thirteen innimber and were called forth by emergencies, like
the troubles in the Church at Corinth or Paul’s inability to
visit Rome at a time when he was needed. Each new congrega-
tion had its own trails and dangers, needs which the j^r^ostle
hastened to answer by letter when ho could not be there in
person. A few of the Pauline Epistles are addressed to in-
dividuals, Timothy, Titus, and Philemon. Several of them
were written while in prison but they, nevertheless, breathe
the spirit of faith, hope, and joy. He was coir letely devoted
to his churches and was willing to undergo any hardship or
sacrifice for the people whom "he had led foom the darkness of
heathen idolatry and Jewish bigotry to the light of Christian
truth and freedom*.
To the Church at Thessalonica Paul wrote two affectionate
letters from Corinth during his first sojourn in that city
(53 or 53 A.D.). He wrote to the yhessalonians to comfort
them in their trials and to remove an undue anxiety in regards
to the glorious return of Christ. Their anxiety over the near
advent tended to break up the normal life of the community
even to the extent of becoming demoralizing. Paul wrote to
them saying that the Lord would not return as soan as they
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had oxpocted and urged thiem to live soberly and orderly.
Paiil wrote at least tv:o Epistles to the Corinthiana.
The first one was written In Er^hosus in the year &7 A.D. It
was an answer to several perplexing questions which disturb-
ed the peace of the congregation. The Apoetle warned
gainst the carnal ia^urity for which the olty was noted .
Ho also gave advice concerning marriage ant celibacy and con-
oornlng aaat sacrificed to Idols; ho corrects the abuses
conn 'jc ted with the Lord's Supper an»i explains the doctrine
of the resurrection. The Second Epistle to the Corintiiians
was written later In the aa-ue year. It is largely auto-bio-
graphical and Is a defense of hie own ministry and work which
the Judaizing party at Corinth iiad tried to underndne.
The Epistle to the Galatians was written after Paul's
second visit to them. The occasion for this letter was the
work of Judaizing teachers. They questioned Paul's aoostolic
authority and insisted on circumcision as a requirement to
full mec^ership in the Church. Paul answers with a strong
defense of his apostloship and exhorts the brethern to hold
fast to the freedom of the Gospel without abusing it. "In
Christ Jesus neither clxcumoision availeldi anything', nor un-
circumcision, but faith working through love". (2)
The Epistle to the Homans was written just before his
final visit to Jerusalem. The letter was sent as a fororun-
(2 ) Galat lane 5:6.
44-^
ner to hie intended personal visit. The theme of the Epis-
tle is the •porer of God unto salvation". It is comprehen-
sive and systematic and well adapted to the people to whom
it was addressed. To the Romans who were the rulers of the
world IBaul pictures Christianity as the power of God which
was destined to conquer even Rome.
The four ipistlea, to the Colosslans, Ephesians, Philemon,
and Philipnians
,
were written durinfr his confinement in Rome
from 61-63 A.D. The occasion which called forth the letter
to the Colosslans was the rise of a new heresy which contain-
ed the essential features of Gnosticism. It was a mixture
of Jewish ritual, heathen speculation, and oriental myaticism.
They observed the worship of subordinate beings and held to
an antagonism between God and matter. Paul refuted this
false philosophy by the true doctrine of the Person of Christ
as the only Mediator between God and man. He pointed to
faith and love in Christ as the way to the cure of all moral
evil. Their false ascetism could not do this*
The Epistle to the Ephesians is a doctrinal exoosition
of the idea of the ohurch as the spotless bride of Christ
and the mystical body of Christ. Christ is reflected in the
church. •Ephesians is the most churohly book cf the New
Testament," says Schaff. (3) But its churohliness is centered
in Christ as the head of the Church. "It is the Epistle of
(3) Schaff - History of the Christian Church . Vol. I. p.779.
i
the Hoavenlies, a solemn liturgy, an ode to Christ and His
Upotloss bride, the Song of Songs in the New Testament." (4)
The Epistle to the Philippians is personal and autobio-
graphic, The chxirch at Philippi was most l^yal to Paul, His
atta^hiaent to it was very close and intimate. So the letter
overflows with love and gratitude. There is no doctrinal
error to correct nor vice to condemn. His only vamiz^ ia
against the chao^ions of circumcision who tried to wreck the
work of the Apostle continually.
The Epistle to Philemon was a private letter written by
Paul to one of his converts asking him to take back a poor
runaway slave, not as a slave but as a brother in Christ
since all men are brothers in Christ Jesus, The letter is
significant for its courtesy, delicacy, and tenderness of
feeling.
The Pastoral Epistles are three in number, two to Timothy
and one to Titus, They represent the final stage of the
Apostle’s life and work. In them we have his advice to his
beloved disciples and fellow-workers. They contain his pas-
toral theology and his theory of church government. They
give directions for governing churches and for the proper
treatment of individual members, all the way from widows to
heretics.
It is uncertain who wrote the Epistle to the Hebrews,
The prevailing opinion from the fourth to the eighteenth
(4) Schaff - History of the Christian Church . Vol I. p,780
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century was to ascribe Its authorship to Paul. In more re-
cent times this has been seriously questioned. But the ob-
scurity which surrounds Its origin does not detract from
Its In^'iortance. The Splstle was addressed to the Hebrew
Christians In Palestine. The object was to warn them again-
st the danger of apostasy to Judaism and to show the In-
finite superlorltyjbf Chris tlAnlty.
3. The Gospel s.
There are four canonical Gospels, each dealing with
the same general theme. They do not represent full bio-
graphies of Christ* 8 life but only certain phases of His
life which appealed to the writer and suited his purpose In
writing. 0® the commonly accepted thirty or more years
which made up the earthly life of our Lord, we have a re-
cord of Incidents which covers only about forty days. Un-
doubtedly, the chief reason for this was the limited sour-
ces at the disposal of the Gospel writers, nevertheless
they give us sufficient material to forimlate a clear and
definite picture of t>B life and work of Christ.
Uatthew wrote for the Jews and accordingly portrayed
Jesus of I^sareth as the Messiah. and Lawgiver of the king-
dom of heaven. Mark Is sunposed to have written for the
Romans and he gives Incidents from the life of Jesus which
create the Impression that He was a great conqueror and
worker of miracles. Luke wrote for tlee Greeks and In his
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Goffpols JeeuB Ir, the sympathizing Friend of humanity and the
Saviour of all men. John wrote rruch later than the three
Synoptiats and thus represents an advanced conception of the
life and work of Jesus. In the fourth Gospel Jesus is the
eternal Son of God who heoaine flesh for our salvation.
The oldest Gospel is that of Mark which was written a-
hout 60 AiD. That was about thirty years after Christ's
earthly life had ended. During those thirty intervening '
years an oral tradition had come into existence which tend-
ed to become Rtereotyv^d by the ci^urch. This oral tradition
was organized and forriiulated into a iTsore or lose definite
body of Gospel material to be used for toeching purposes.
In addition to the oral tradition there were probably vari-
ous written excerf)t3 from the life of Jesus. The briefer
sayings of Jesus, an account of some of His miracles, and
the story of the crucifixion were probably reduced to writ-
ing at a very early date. Then Itork carae to write he would
combine the written fragments with the oral tradition to
make a complete story of the life of Jesus..
when Matthew and Luke began to write their accounts
they had Mark ae a source. In addition to .\te.rk tney must
have had another source which scholars have called the
*Logla" or 0. Although 0 is not in existence it is a nec-
essary hy’-othesla to explain the Synoptic material not found
in Mark. It is generally agreed that Matthew and Mark wrote
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ten or fifteen yetirs lifter Ifarlt. Rchaff holds that Ifetthew
and Luke were "both, written before 70 A.B. He basea his
claim on the fact that both Hynortlsts describe the destruc-
tion of Jeruaalem as an event to take place in the future*
Had the evangelists written after that terrible catastrophe,
they would naturally have made some alluoion to it, or so
arranged the eschatological discourses of txir Lord ae to en-
able the reader clearly to dsicriminate between the ;5udg-
ment of Jerusalem and the final judgment of the world, as
tyoically foreshadowed by the former". (5) At any rate,
they wore written during the seventh or eighth decade of
the first century.
The Fourth Gospel was written n-iuch later than the Syn-
optic Gospels, probably about the close of the first century
of otir Christian era. An ewaminaticn of its subject matter
reveals that it belongs at lr>a8t to the second generation
of Christians. Traces of the Gospel are tc be found in the
writings of Justin, Polycarji, and Ignatius,
The outetandlng element in this Gospel is the doctrine
of the Logos. The Divine Logos is identified with Christ
as the only Hon of God who is of the same nature with God.
He is the original agent in the creation of the world and
the bearer of light P.nd life to all men. He was the prim-
eval Logos who was with God from the beginning and who
(5) f^chaff - History of the Christian Church . Vol I. p.5B3.

Became flesh that we might know God. This Is an advanced
conception of Christ and is derived from the philosophy of
Philo.
4. Other Writing s.
The Apooalypse was written by a pronhet by the name of
John who seems to have had some definite connection to the
churches in Asia and ^hrygia. The book was written on the
little island of Patmos where the author was in exilB for
the Faith. There has been much discussion as to whether
the author was the Apostle John. Ho never refers to him-
self as an Apostle. Yet St. Justin who wrote in the first
half of the second century did not hesitate to attribute
the work to the Aoostlo by that name. The bo'^k reveals the
rising tide of oppression at the hands of the Roman state
and the way in which Christians were encouraged to meet it.
The words* "He that endureth unto the end", are like a
mighty refrain which echoes throughout the whole book. In
the end there is to be victory for Christ and the Church.
The Roman power is to be Broken and Rome itself, that great
mistress of the world, is to fall before the victorious
army of Christ. The Lord will judge the whole world. Then
follows Christ's earthly kingdom which is to last one thous-
and years. At the end of this period is another great coiw
flict after which comes the now heaven and the new earth.
In all probability the Apocalypse was written during
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tbn ralgn of Domitian. At that time Caesar - Trorlship had
bocorae prevalent in the empire. Of all the doateotable
things in heathenieas this was the worst and it ^as the very
point at which the Christian faith was to clash with the
Roman state. This is the historical situation behind the
book which makes It significant In our study of the conflict
between Christianity and heathenism.
The seven Epistles of James, First and Second. Pstsr,
First, Second, and Third John, and Jiide are the so-callod
Catholic Epistles. They are nut addressed to individuals
or slr^le congregations as ttoe letters of Paul were. They
are addressed to a larger number of Christians scattered
thoughout a district or over the whole world. Thun they are
nf a more general character than the Paulino Fpictlos. For
this reason they have been called the Catholic E^-^istles ever
since the time <yf Origen and fHiseblus. The time of their
composition cannot be fixed definitely but Is is probable
that they were all written within the thirty years following
the middle of the first century. On each of them is the
general Imprint of the Apostolic Age.
These bo<-'ks, twenty-seven in all, make up the Wew Testa-
ment. In them we have the story of the beginning and early
development of the Christian faith movement. These books
did not produce the new faith but the new faith produced
these books. They came into existence to meet the needs of
*r -
tM ’
the f^rowing Christian oonuTiunity. These writings wore soon
looked upon as divinely inspired and oarrylng. filial author*
ity. Thus these aaored writings became a guide for the
Church aiid a rneaas of preserving its individuality against
the inroads of heathenism and heresy.
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CHAPTER VI
THE BEGINNING OF T!!E CONFLICT BETWEEN
CHRISTIANITY hW HEATHENISM.
1. Elements In Christianity Which Gaire Jiae to-Pergeoution.
The Christians looked u^^on the heathen world with an
eye of disfavor. They felt conspelled to withdraw themselves
from the domestic and public life of the heathen. This feel
ing of segregation asserted Itself most clearly in regards
to the public atnusements of the Romans. In their origin and
arrangements the ntiblic shows were based on idolatry. The
games were held in honor of the deities. All the decora-
tions of the circus were emblems of heathenism. The cruelty
of the gladiatorial combhtfep vas a thing which Christians
viewed with abhorance. The inunodeBty of the theatre, the
folly and frivolity of the contests offended their sobriety.
This attitude of the Christians toward heathen amusements
was a source of irritation between the two groups.
Many Christians refused to hold civil offices or render
military service. An active interest in the affairs the
State was altogether latoking in some instances. It is hard-
ly any wonder that they soon had a rermtation for being bad
citizens. They were criticized for their lack of energy and
their withdrawal from ordinary life. It is probable that
this fact was partly responsible for the charge, "haters
of humanity? "The Christians", writes Uhlhorn, "passed with
the heathen as a race averse to all that is great, fair,and

noble in our humanity^ as even hostile to it, and haters
of mankind*. (1)
The BOO ret meetings of the ChriGtians in which both
sexes assembled stirred \io a great deal of hatred. The
heathen attributed evil motives to the devotee and accus'^d
them of being guilty of the eamo evil practices which were
current in certiiin mystery cults, notorious for their vice
and immorality. In their assemblies Christians were ac-
cused of eating human flesh and drinking human blood.
Caecilius leaves this awful accusation: "The story about
the imitation of novices is as much to be tested as it is
well known. An infant covered over with meal, that it tmy
deceive the uiwary, is placed before the nepdnites- This
infant la slain by the young pupil, with dark and secret
wounds, he being urged on as if to harmless blows on the
surface of the meal. Thirstily — 0 horror! — they lick
up Its blood; eagerly they divide its limbs; by this victim
they are pledged together; with this consciousness of wick-
edness they are covenanted to mutual silence*. The strange
thing is that people believed such stories.
Furthermore, the majority of believers were members of
the poor and less intelligent classes of society. This in-
itself was enough to arouse the dislike of the educated and
the rich.
(l)Uhlhom - Conflict of Christianity With Heathenism . p.S29.
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But these reasons are not sufficient to explain why the
Christians came to be persecuted. Persecution arose chiefly
as a result oz the Christian conception of the State. Their
aXIegianoe to the State'- was secondary to their allegiance
to God. This was a sure source of trouble. For Christians
there was but one King» the invisible Christ. They were
willing to obey any civil reguirement which did not inpair
their full and final loyalty to Him. But when the civil
authority attem]^>ted to usuzT' the pvwrogatives whioh belonged
only to their spiritual King» who was Christy that was going
too far. To pay divine homage to the Emperor was the one
step which a true Christian could not take.
It was considered the duty of every citizen to honor
the national gods and to obey the State in religious matters
as in all others. To the pagan the state was supreme in
every phase of human life. He could not conceive of an in-
dividual refusing to obey the laws of the State in order to
satisfy his own conscience or for the sake of loyalty to his
God. The State itself was divine. This theocratic tendency
culminated in the worship of the |pmj'»oror8. Every citizen
was expected to strew incense to the Etcperor. To refuse to
observe this rite was to opoose the State and was therefore
regarded as an act of high treason. Christians were trait-
ors. Could anything stir up hatred and opoosltlon quicker
than this?
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Ulilhorn refers to this Interesting end concrete inci-
dent between a certain Proconsul and the snartyr Achatlus. (H)
"You ought to love our princes", s*aiu th© Proconsul, "as
behooves a nan who lives under the laws of the Fomn I^oire"
Achatlus answered; "By whom is the Emperor Tiore loved than
by the Christians? Wa supplicate for him unceasingly a long
life, a just government of his peoi^les, a ncaoeful reign,
prosperity for the army and for the whole world". "Good",
replied the Proconsul, "but in order to prove your obedience
sacrifice with us to his honor." Achatius answered: "I p««y
to God for my Emperor, but a sacrifice neither he should
require aor we pay. tho may offer divine honor to a man?"
Bhon this declaration he was sentenced to death. This irv-
cident is ty? ical of wliat must have happened thousands of
times. To endure such persecution certainly was not pleas-
ant, but if they had obeyed in this one particular Christ-
ians would have renounced their religion in its very es-
sence. The right to obey the conscience and to bo loyal to
Gad in the face of all rivals was one of the distinctive
characteristics of the Christian faith.
Christianity differed from the other re3.1gions of the
Empire in that it claimed to be a universal are^ absolute
religion. The heathen religions were distinctly national
but Christianity was a religion of salvation for all nations
{2)Uhohom - Conflict of Christianity With Heathenism, p.334

It claimed to have the final revelation from God, the per-
fect tmth, the only v^ay to salvation. It was absolute and
this Wis the thln>^ which the Po»^jn vsrorld could not tolerate,
"The conflict was for nothing less than dominion of the
world", writes Uhlhom. "From its nature it could only end
in the conmlete victory of one side or the other", (3)
3, Persecution Under Nero ,
The attjiOh unon Christianity by the 8tate wae delayed
for some time because the heathen world was at first unable
to distinguish the Christiana from the Jewg, The Christian
brotherhoods naseed continually with the Pomans for Jewish
assoclatlono and thus they rerrainsd unmolested. This mis-
understanding on the part of the heathen world co\jld not
continue, however, after the destruction of Jerusalem and
the complete overthrow of the Jewish Ctaxe, After this it
became evident that Christianity was, indeed, a third re-
ligion by the eide of heathenism and Judaism,
Christianity thus became an outlaw religion. This de-
velopment took place under Pero, Domltlan, and Trajan, From
that time on it was only a matter of enforcing the law,
are concerned here only with this earlier development.
The persecution under Keipo took place in the year /l,D,
6A. The chief source of our information in this matter is
Tacitus (52-117). Although not an eyo-wltness, hds account
(3)irhlhorn- Conflict of Christianity with Heathenlsm .p .318.

X8 trustworthy because of his fine roputt-tion ae a searoher
for facts. In hie he gives this eccouiit. ’’Neither
by works of benevolence nor the gifts of the pxiiice nor
rreans of ap;’ea3ing the god® did the shameful susricicn
cease, sc that it was not believed that the fire had been
caused by his coinnsind. Therefore, to overcome this rumor,
Nero put in his orrn nlace as culprits, and punished with
most inf^enious cruelty, men rhom the contion people hated
for their Bham0f\il ertffioa and called Christians A vast
multltijde was convicted 7 not so much of arson as of hatred
of the human race. And they were not only <>ut to deatiijbut
subjected to Insults, In that they wore either dressed ur
in the skins of wild beasts and perished by tbs cruel aiingw
ling of dogs, or else put on croesoa to be set on fire, and,
as day declined, to be burned, being used as lights by
nights. Nero had thrown open his {gardens for Ihiat specta-
cle». (i)
According to Taclt^is the occasion for tTie rise of the
Neronian nersecutlon was the groat fire which destroyed a
laj^e part of Rome. The populace suspected the Emperor. In
order to free hi-risolf from suer^iclcn Kero put. the blame up-
on the Christians. This was not hard to do since there ?/aa
such a genersl. hatred of the new sect. Chiletians were coiw
sidarerl enemies of society and the charge put upon them by
(4) Ayer - Source ^ook for Ancient Chrush History , pp.6,7.
fO
r,
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the Eiaf)eror of plott Ing the destruction of Romo was indeed
credible to heathen dare. Christians were iro-meiiately hunt-
ed out and charged on two different points, incendiarism
and hostility to civilized society.
Af fir*t popular feeling was in favor of the persecution
But when it beoarne so cruel and outrageous popular sympathy
turned again toward the Christians. The persecution began
in 64 and probably came to an end in 66 when Hero left Rome,
^he Rmoeror had carried it to such limits that the people
had become sick: of it.
At the time of the Heronian persecution, Christianity
had not yet become an outlaw religion. Christians were
looked upon with disfavor ani even disgust but their religion
had not yet been officially declared an enemy of the State.
The persecution was probably confined to Rome and there is
no evidenct that it was a general persecution. It does not
\
refiresent a carefully planned attemp't to suppress Christi-
anity. It was only an outburst of hatred which died away
when the occasion which called it forth was forgotten. But
there were forebodings in this first attack of heathenism
\xpon Christianity. Thoughtful Christians must have realized
its true meaning and looked into the future to see more
trouble ahead. Truly, "the Heroic Age of the Christian
Church had begun, a heroism not of action, but of a suffer-
ing mightier than all deeds". (5)
^§)IJhlhorn - Conflict of Christianity with Heathen! sm.p .348
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3. Persecution Under Domltian .
The second Enqperor to persecute the Christians was Dom-
Itlan (81-96). This does not mean that Christians were not
persecuted from the time of Nero to the reign of Domitian.
Bather it is to be assumed that the persecution was more or
less continuous, breaking out at different periods with in-
creasing vigor. True, our documents give us no evidence of
any outburst of persecution between the rule of Nero and
that of Doiaitian. But this silence on the part of histor-
ians is not conclusive that persecution had ceased, as
Ramsay clearly points out. Christians in the first century
were so absorbed in life, in teaching, and the approaching
end of the world that the ordinary events of life were soon
forgotten. Only those periods of persecution were remem-
bered which were more furious and exciting in nature. (6)
The attitude of the State toward the Christians durir^ this
whole period could not be better described than in the words
of Mommsen: "The persecution of the Christians was a stand-
ixig matter, as was that of robbers”.
The persecutions under Domitian were short, taking nlace
towards the close of his reign. The only oagan writer who
mentions the punishments inflicted by Domitian for religious
purposes is Dion Cassius. This author states that Flavius
Clemens, consul A.D. 95 and cousin of the Emperor, was ex-
(6) Ramsay - -The Church in the Rotoaii^mpire . " Op . C i t_., ..p,. 277 .-
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ecuted after beitog condemned on a charge of sacrilege. His
wife Domitilla was exiled. Ifeiny others were r.ut to doa-th
or deprived of their property on the same charge. Dion
states that these people had gone astray after the manner of
the Jews. The concensus of opinion is that the people here
referred to wore Christians or at least connected with
Christians. It is certain that Clemons and Domitilla suf-
fered as Christians.
According to Hegesippus, Domitian hoard reports tiiat
some of the relatives oi Jesus were still living In Pales-
tine. They were two grandsons of Judas, the brother of
Jesus. He was terrified at the news and iairied lately suow
moned the two men to appear before him. When they informed
the STtporor that they were farmers and assured him that
the kingdom of Christ was not of this world, they were dis-
missed without suffering any harm.
By the beginning of the second century the separation
between Christianity and Judaism had become so oomrlete that
even the heathen could see the difference between them.
Christianity became a third party by the side of Heathenism
and Jixiaisra. This put the new faith in a difficult sit-
uation since it no longer enjoyed the protection it had
formerly received when viewed as a sect of Judaism. The
moment the State recognized Christianity as a separate
religion, it became an illegal religion. No specific laws

Eigainst it were at first laid dOT/n. The treat/aont of Christ
ians differed with the different governors. But the new
religion was dailv galnlxig ground. Its numt>ers increased
to such a degree that the Sta-te religion was seriously af-
fected. Ur on this development the people demanded more
severe penalities against this hated race. Mobs threatened
to take the rnatter in their o?m hands if their de/rands were
not met officially.
4 .Trajan* 3 liQg:i8lation.
The answer to the growing menace of Christianity was the
legislation of Traijan. It was ocoasloned by a letter sent
to the ICmj-eror by Pliny the Younger, Proconsul of Bithynla
in the year A.D.lll or 112. (7) There were a large rain^QT
of Christians in the province and the governor could not de-
cide what was the best way to deal with them. So he sent
a letter to the Emperor with these questions: (l) Shall we
send police after Christians? (2) What is the ground of
action? Is it the Nans? (3) Are extenuating circumstances
to be taken into consideration? (4) What is the legeil value
of repentance? (5) Shall anoaymous indictiments be recog-
nized?
Those questions grew out of the experiences which the
governor had with Christians who appeared before his tri-
bunals. Some of those who were arrested denied that they
(7) Ayer - source Book for Ancient Church History , pp .20,21,
22 .

wero Christ ianfl. Othsrs said that they had been Christians
but »rer8 no lons^er. Tn order to test the accused the gov-
ernor ordered Imgos of the Emperor and of the gods to be
placed before them. They wera then commanded to offer in-
cense to these ims|^es and to curse Christ. Those who obey-
ed were set at liberty. Those who refused to obey were
executed. Biit Pliny wished to have the official sanction of
the Emperor in this matter.
In his letter to Trajan ^llny also described the actions
of Christians. He said that they held meetings before day-
light, sar^ hymns to Christ as divine, and bound themselves
by solemn vows to avoid every wicked thing, and to keep
every trust. After 'this meeting they met to partake of or-
dinary and decent food. "These facts had been learned from
two deaconesses under torture", said the governor.
In his renly, Trajan gave general approval to the con-
diKJt of Pliny thus far and gave the following answers to his
questions: (l) Christians should not bo sought by the rllce.
(2) Christians must be runlshed for the Name itself. (3)
Ext orma ting circumstances must be taken into consideration.
(4) Those who denied that they were Christians and proved It
by sacrificing to the gods were to bo pardoned. (v5) Anony—
mouslindi© tments were not to be recognized siixre such an act
would be unworthy of the age.
/
These iToperial decrees are s lifrnlfleant in that they re-
veal the natural develoriraent of State opposition. During
the Neronlan persecution Christians were condenioned as
"haters of huiRe-nity" or for some 4is':lene'*.nor. In the tiu^^
of Trajan however it was distinctly laid down for the first
time that to be a Christian taa in itself a capital crime.
Henceforth, Christians were condemned "for the Hams" alone.
This legislation under Trajan regulated the treatment of
Christians for more than a century.
But persecution did not have the power to stop the
growth of the Christian faith movement. Chris tiano showed
themselves "a peonle always prepared to dieS, They endured
their fate calmly and with the assurance of an inner victory.
This inner victory was matched with an even greater out^’sard
victory since the new faith continue'! to advonoa regardless
of what its enemies did to stop it. In one of his epistles
St. Peter gives this sound advice : "Let none of you suffer
as a murderer, or as a thief, or as an evil-doer, or a busy-
body in other men’s matters. Yet if any man suffer as a
Christian lot him tot be ashamed". (3) This admonition cer-
tainly was never forgotten by Christians throughout their
persecutions.
(8) I Peter 4:15,16

CHAPTER VI
I
CHRISTIANITY AND HERESY.
I. Christianity Maintains Its Individuality by
Outlaw inp: Heretical Sects.
The Internal conflict of the early Church with heretical
sects was even more dangerous to its welfare than were the
great persecutions. The conflict was made possible on ac-
count of the absence of norms of faith in the Ch\irch. Cer-
tain requisites of the new faith were not universally re-
cof^niziod as true or important. Also* many had embraced the
notf religion without catching its true spirit. People were
inclined to interpret the new faith on the basis of thoir
earlier training, philosophical and religious. This gave
rise to many divergences in belief and teaching. Those
discordant interpretations represent the heretical movements
of the second century. The conflict between the Christian
faith and heresy was all the mors dangerous because the
latter contained many elements which were distinctly Chris-
tian. Rut the conflict served a good purpose in that it
helred to establish the true Church on the generally ac-
cented Christian tradition. It served a good purr ose in
offooting a greater uniformity of doctrine and belief which
was so essential to the life and progress of the early
Church. Moeller states the beneficial result of the con-
flict to the Church in these words: "The church (was) oonv-
X
p9ll3d t
pelTed to gather itself together more strigently, on a nore
definite foundation than heretofore, and to secure itself
against falling away Into discordant Ofinions and the
diccolution of the firm stability of the coranTunlty*
.
(l)
2 .OnostictgTru
nnooticisn ir, a generic nane for a number of e-yncretis-
tic rallgloue systeme. The rr.ovewent originated before the
Christian era. iTlth the appearance of Christianity the
movement received a iTnoetus. It moved from tiie East to
the ^sst and absorbed many of the concents in Greek rhil-
osrhy and Christianity as it went. Gnosticism did not pre-
sent any problem tc the Church until the former became
greatly influsrjcod by Christian elements. The interming-
ling tendency continued until the confusion was so great
that many who wore nominally within the Church held to the
doctrines of Gnosticism.
There wag a tendency amonc^ the Gnostics to form little
group s a/vi to keep much of their teaching secret from those
who were attracted by the popular aspocts of Gnostlciam.
In these cecret croups the fanciful and mythological ele-
rr.ento in Gnosticism appear. It was this part of the Gnostic
system which their oprononts attacked most vehemently.
Gnosticism was extremely complex because of the many
elomenta entering Into It. Greek -ohllosophy, mystery cults,
(1) Moeller - History of the Christian Church . p.l54.

mystic ism, oriental speculation, and Christianity all ex-
erted an influence in the Gnostic system.
Heresy is as old as the Gospel itself. The early Chris-
tian leaders bear witness in ti^ieir writings to the preval-
ence and influence of heretical thought. Such writings as
the Epistle of St.Paul, the Pastoral Epistles, and Apocaly-
pse, the Epistles of St. Peter, of St. Jude, and of St.
Ignatius refer to the Gnostic teaching. These writings
disclose three doctrines which ttie Christians had to guard
against; namely, that neither Nature nor Law are the pro-
ducts of a perfect God, but of inferior spirits; the man-
ifestation of the supreme God in Jesus Christ, and lastly,
that the Christian must free himself from the influence of
creative ani ruling powers before he can draw near to God
the Father.
These doctrines include Christian elements. This fact
is the thing which makes them all the more subtle. The in-
fluence of Greek philosophy can be ssf^n here. Philo had
taught that God was above perfection and definition and mat-
ter did not emanate from God but from lesser beings, some
of which were imprisoned in tangible bodies. God stands
apart from the world «nd has connection with it only through
Inferior powers.
Gnosticism first appeared in Savnaria, the ancient enemy
of Jerusalem. In this area, Simon, the mn who was convert-
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0d by Philip and who offered to puichasi the power to per-
form the miracles of the disciples » was preaching his spec-
ial doctrines. He taught that the Supreme Power took the
form of angels in order to avoid recognition in his journey
through the world. This perfect beii^ finally assumed hu-
rnan form in Jesus ltbo» in appearance, suffered pain but wh9 ,
in reality, did not. The Sunreme Power appeared in the
form of a man without being a real man.
Simmon’s teachings foretell the real basis of the Gnos-
ticism which spread over all of Christendom. He taught an
abstract God, and a world created by inferior celestial be-
ings. He also suggests the female pairs of the Valentinian
system. Ho, himself, was the incarnation of the Supreme
^ower and the First Thou<7ht of the~» Supremo Power was Helen
The angels were the creation bf this First Thought and the
angels, in turn, created the world.
From Samaria Gnosticism made its way to Egyot. At Al-
ewandira some of the gnostios sects took root and survived
as late as the fourth century. The names of Basil idea,
Valentinus, and Carpocrates are associated with Alexandrian
Gnosticism. These heresies appeared during the time of
Hadrian (117-138 A.D.)
n Of the three systems that of Valentinus is the fcost im-
portant because it was the most widespread; This system
Irenaeus refuted vigorously.
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The Valent inian system Is throughout a nurital Onos-
ticism. It ©onsists of a series of marriages and genera-
tions. A t the head of all things is the punrerae Beii^, the
Father who is the Abyss. With him is his companion Pige. In
the course of time the Father desired to produce other be-
ings. Po Pige is impregnated. Two offsjSiring are bom. In-
tellect and Truth. Their relation to each other is as the
relation of the Father to Sige. To Intellect and Truth were
born Word and Life and to Word and Life were born Man and
the c^'iTOh. These represent the company of eight higher
aeons, the Ogdoad.
But the process does not stop here. Word and Life give
birth to five other couples and 5.te.n and the Church give
birth to six. At this point in the development there are
thirty aeons, fifteen males and fifteen females. This cohh
pany is divided into three grouos the Ogdoad, the Decad,
and the Dodecad. These three grouos make up the perfect
society of beings, called the Pleroma.
But the harmony of this process is broken. When the
transition is made from the abstract to the visible there
is trouble. Will and Wisdom are the lowest in mnk in the
whole T^ierom. Wisdom becomes fired with an unoont rolable
passion to know the guoreme Being, the Abyss. Under the
influence of this great passion Wisdom gives birth to an
illegitimate being which, in its very essence, is imperfect.
i
The narae of this belnf^ is Hachamoth, or the Desire of wic;-
dom. TIachamoth is expelled from the Pleroma,
To restore harmony among the aeons Intellect and Truth
produce a sixteenth pair, Christ and the Holy <?pirit. Those
two beings teach all the others to respect their own limi-
tations and not to try to conprehend the great incomprehen-
sible, the Abyss, Then in a burst of gratitme to the
Stipreme Father, all the aeons combine their powers and per-
fections to produce the thirtythird aeon, Josus, the Sav-
iour.
Two visitors from Pleroma wore sent to Hachamoth. They
were Christ who gave some form to matter and Jesus who pro-
duced psychic an iraate#^substance. Both inanimate and ani-
mate matter proceed from Hachamoth with the help of Christ
and Jesus. Then, Hachamoth gave birth to a third substariCe,
the spiritual.
Out of these three substances the inferior world, Kenoma,
is to be made. The Creator, Demiurge, is f®»rfied by Hacha-
raoth out of animated substance. Demiurge is not a creathr
in a real sense because he did not create the substance out
of which his beings were made. Demiurge is the creator of
all animate or material beings and king over them. Yet his
position is inferior to Ife,ohamoth because Hachamoth bears
the same relation to the inferior world tliat the supremo
Being bears to the superior world.
A
In this Gnostic systsra there are three clashes of men,
the material,, the nsychlc
,
ani the e^^lritual. The material
men are Inca-nable of salvation. The nsychlc men are capable
of salvation but cannot attain it by their own labor alone.
They must have divine help. The aoirltual men have no need
t
of salvation. They have the spark of the spiritual and,
therefore, are the "elect’’ of the human race.
Humanity will come to an end when the creative power of
the Demiurge has been exhausted. Hachamoth, than, will go
into Plerorca to become the sj ouss of Josus, the Gavlour. The
spiritual men will go with Hachamoth into Plerorca to marry
the angels of the Saviour. Demiurge will then take Hacba-
moth‘8 place and the psyghlc men the place of the splrltufil
men. The material men will be destroyed.
In the language of Valentinus the sr'irltual men repre-
sent the ordinary Christian and the mtcrlal men represent
the non-Christian.
The Valontlnlan system is an elaborate affair which
certainly must have been very satisfying to his followers.
He taught that the spirit of the Valentlnian was free from
his flesh and, therefore, his acts were of no moral conse-
quence. In the otheijworld Valentinus promised deification
to his followers.
The Christology of heretics is the only clearly defined
part of their system. It is a Doce)(tic Christology. In

reply to them Ignatius writes: "Become deaf when anyone
speaks to you apart from Jesus Christy the descendant of
David, the son of Mary, who was truly born, did ead and
drink, and who was truly persecuted under Pontious Pilate,
and truly crucified: who truly died in the sight of heaven,
earth and hell, who was truly raised from the dead by the
power of his Father".
The various Gnostic systems differed in many respects.
Duchesne observes certain fundamental conceptions coisnon to
all of them. (2)
1. The Creator and Law-giver of the
Old Testament Is not the true God.
Above him is the Father-God who is
the supreme First Cause of all being.
2. The God of the Old Testament did
not know tlie True God. Men lived
in ignorance until Jesus Christ
appeared who proceeded from the True
God.
3. Between the True God and creation
are many beings, divine in their
origin. There is a disruption at
some point in the soale and this
breaks up the harmony.
4. There are some elements capable of
redemption in humanity.
5. Because there can be no real imion
between divinity and raatter, the
passion and the resurrection of Christ
are not real.
If Gnostic iam had won over Christianity the latter
would have been broken up into a multitude of sects which
in turn would ha^e melted away in the chaos of religions
which characterized this age. Christianity would have lost
127
(2)DuC5he8ne - History of the Christian Church. Vol I. fijilSS.
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its vezy essence and the distinctive characteristics be-
tween it and heathenism would Jiave vanished.
But Christianity did not fail. In sober earnestness
and childlike faiths the Church stood upon the simple
Christian doctrine of the Apostles.
S.Harcionism.
Gnosticism created a lot of confusion in the early
Church. Many were unable to distinguish between the true
teachings of the Gospels and the apostolic tradition on the
one hand and teaohii^s which were considered heretical on
the other. Into this confusion came a man whose aim was to
reduce the Christian faith to a few simple and imderstand-
able doctrines in harmony with those of ordinary men. That
man was Haro ion.
About the year 140 A.D. he went to pome and associated
himself with the congregation of the faithful. But his be-
liefs soon began to disturb the community of believers. The
leaders of the Church demanded that he state his faith ex-
plicitly so that other believers wo'ild know whore ha stood.
It is reported that he gave a large sum of money to the coow
raunlty which, in all probability, was intedded to conciliate
public opinion.
?<feiroion was strongly anti-Jewish. This was partly due
to the fact that he was a disciple of St. Paul. Only he
went further than Paul in rejecting Judaism and the Old
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Testament. He held that It is ImnosBible to reconcile the
Creator-God of the Old Testament with the Redeemer-God of
the New Testament. Therefore, the Old Testament and its
teaching nwat go. "You must not", siiid he to the Romn
presbytery, "pour new wine into old bottles, nor sew a new
piece iQJon a worn-out garment". Thus his doctrine was
dualistio as were those of the Gnostics.
The Redeemer
,
according to ^arcion, was the manifes-
tation of the only true God. But He was not human; he had
only the semblance of hu^nity. If He were truly hxuaan He
would stand in direct relation to -^e Creator-God of the
Old Testaaent. Jesus had neither birth nor growth. He was
human only in ar^pearance.
He taught that no^all men oould be saved. Salvation
came only to those who lived a strictly ascetic life, both
in eating and in one's relation to the outside world.
^4arriage was forbidden and only those married people oould
receive baptism who agreed to separate.
There was much inconsistency In his doctrines and. In-
stead of simrllfying matters for the early Church, he only
made for more confusion. He did not feel obliged to oxnlain
everything in his system to those who questioned him and was
content to leave it in an atmosphere of mystery.
When he hecarae convinced that the Churoh at Romo would
not follow him, he broke away from it and founded one of his
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own. Thle was in 144 A.D. Tli© I^rcionite coiiununity grow
rapidly and within a short tinis spread throughout Christerw
doffl.
The Marcioalta Churches rejected all of tha Old Testae
went and most of what now coir? rises our New Testaument. They
accepted only the third Gospel and the writings of St. Paul,
excluding the Pastoral irpistles. This was probably the first
attcwpt to form an authoritative collection of New Testanent
writings. The Marc ion movement continued into the fifth
century.
Walker states that the "movement was probably the most
dangerous of those associated with Gnosticism. He (Marc ion)
sundered Christianity from its historic background ae com-
pletely as had the more speculative Gnostic systems". (3)
The early Church was right in exconimunlcatlng Marc ion aiKl
declaring the whole movement connected wltti him heretical.
llarclonlsE-i was contrary to a very fundamental truth accepted
by the Christian Church that the Redeemer-God of the New
Testainent was also the crt^ator of the physical world, puiw
thermora, the doctrine tlrnt Jesus had only the semblance of
humanity, if allof/ed to persist in the early Church, would
have undermined the new faith in its very origin and essence.
The Christian faith movement once more asserted its in-
dividuality by rejecting llarcioniom.
(3)Walker - History of the Christian Church, p.57.
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CONCLUf?ION
The Roman was good soil for the seeds of Chris-
tianity. There was a longing in the hearts of multitudes
of people for redemption, assurance, and hope; elements
which could not be found in Greek speculation and the vari-
ous heathen religions. Religion in the empire had lost
its spirit and power. Attempts to revive the old systems
proved futile. But the new faith had both spirit and power.
By Its very nature, then, the Christian religion was bound
to draw people unto itself. Furthermore, the Roman |*iapire
represented a f9vm of universalism which waw a necessary
precedent to the universalism of the Gospel. It was a po-
litioal universalian which had come Into existence through
the influence of the Roman State. It renresented a step in
the direction of a world-view not out of harmony with the
Christian idea of a Kingdom of God embracing all nations.
Such a thing would have been Unintelligible to a Greek or a
Roman before the development of the T^^ii^lre.
The Founder of the Christian faith was One in whose per-
sonality were unsearchable riches. He taught a great deal
about faith in God as a heavenly Father and love toward
one's fellowman. Axid He lived all that He preached. One of
the most impressive events connected with the life of Jesus
Is the fact of His resurrection after having been crucified.
The hopes and aspirations of the disciples died out when
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their Master drew His last breath on the Cross. But their
hopes were soon revived. Three days later the disciples
were convinced that Jesus was alive again. Out of this
conviction came the impulse to carry the message of Jesus
to those who had never heard of Him.
The dynamic behiisl the whole Christian faith movement
and tho thing that differentiated it from all other reli^
glons was the marvelous discovery that God was in Christ.
"God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself",
testified the Apostle Paul. This was the experience of the
early Christians. They found God through the medium of
Jesus Christ. Paul was able to declare the "unknown god"
to the Athenians. Furthermore, all who followed Jesus had
the experience of entering into a new life. "If any mn
be in Christ, ho is a new creature". The historical indi^
viduality of the Christian faith movement is to be found
in those tv/o considerations.
For this obvious reason Christianity could not be con-
tained within Judas im. The Jewish authorities looked upon
Jesus as a false Messiah and altogether deserving of His
ignoble death on the Cross. Jesus was not the kind of a
Messiah they had expected. The Jews expected a temporal
kingdom; Jesus* Kingdom was spiritual. Their religion
ms nationalistic;^ the Gospel was universal in its nature
and ap licatioh. Judaism was formal and legalistic; the
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religion of Jesus was ethical and epirltudl. The rupture
between Judaism and Christianity wae inevitable*
The ch4ef exponent of Gentile Christianity was St.Paul*
Through three hazardous missionary journeys he carried the
Gospel from Jerusalem to Rome* His method was to plant
the seeds of the Gospel in strategic cities from which ceiw
ters the new faith could emnate in all directions* He
successfully defended Gentile Christianity against the
Judaizers at Jerusalem and thus won the first major conflict
in which the Christian faith movement became involved*
Christianity spread rapidly* By the year 100 it was
firmly planted in Asia Minor, Syria, ^cddonia, Greece, and
Rome* About the year 112 ^llny, governor of Blthynia, re-
ported to Trajan that this new religion was greatly affect-
ing the older tearle worship. Several factors were con-
ducive to the expansion of Christianity. The Diaspora, the
political unity of the ^^mpire, and the process of religions
syncretism are aaang the znore in^ortant ones^
But the expansion of the new faith followed as a result
of its very nature. There is an iir5)licit universal ism in
Jesus and His principles* This Galilean is for the whole
world* If the new faith represented such an imiiortant dl^
covery as its believers claimed and as they had experienced
it to be, then it is only natural that they felt a moral ob-
ligation to share that discovery with the whole world*
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To maintain itself the tie- movement had to have some
form of organization. Consequently, there were apostles
and prophets who preached the Word and deacons and pres-
byters who looked after the administrative side of the
Church. As time went on and as the faith kept spreading,
there arose the need of written documents. Apostles had to
write letters in order to keep in touch with distant com-
munities. Futhermore, Jesus did not return as soon as mny
had expected and it becaiid necessary to prepare a faithful
record for comings generations.
The cla^ of Christianity with heathenism brought deary
before the people of the inspire the essential elements in
the faith which differentiated it from all the religious
and philosophical systems in heathenism. Christianity was
not rnerely another national religion to be tolerated, but
a supreme and universal religion. It was not more specu-
lation, but ultimate turth. With the early Christians,
their religion was above the RtatelXoyalty to God took pre-
cedence over loyalty to the tenrroral pov.er. Consetfuently
,
they could take not part in Caesar -’'Worship, In the eyes
of the state this was treason, punishable by death. The
exchange of letters between the fteporor Trajan aM Pliny,
governor of Blthynia, fuThishes^' excellent evidence for the
treatment of Christians by the Roman State in the first
quarter of the second century.
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The intonsul coxlflict of the early Church with heretical
nects coDstlt^ted one of the greatest dingers to Its future
devslotment* Zf the new faith had lost its distixKstive
ohfiracteristlas under the ^ruBsure of false loaders at*
temt ted to hars&onlse it with foreign elements, the spread
of Christianity would fiave ended within a short time* But
t; e Churoh successfully defended itsiilf against the various
Gnostic systeiss and, in so doing, preserved for future
generations a Goi^el of "good news" and a discovery of irv
finite value to ^e huiean race, "The kli^don of heaven la
at hand, /^cept it". That is the heart of the Christian
fai^ movement In Its origin and develo)^>ii»nt*
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